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ABSTRACT
This report presents the findings of the implementation and monitoring of several smart grid solutions
in Amsterdam. These projects are part of the City-zen project. This document covers the deliverables
D5.7, D5.10, D5.11, D5.12 and D7.4.
City-zen smart grid solutions in Amsterdam

Smart grid innovations can contribute to the sustainability goals of a (large) city such as Amsterdam.
In 2050, it is expected that 80% of the world population will live in cities (UN Department of Economic
and Social Affairs, 2018). Therefore it is important to find solutions for sustainability challenges in an
urban context, in order to keep the energy grid reliable, affordable and accessible to all.
Implementation

By connecting over 10.000 citizens to the smart grid in the Nieuw-West area of Amsterdam, one of the
largest smart grids in The Netherlands was created. End to end smartification was implemented by
placing monitoring equipment in 13 medium voltage substations, on 27 medium voltage mainlines,
and on 22 low voltage mainlines, as well as providing over 9.000 residences with smart energy meters.
A virtual power plant (VPP) was created by placing 50 battery systems in residences and connecting
them to a central control system. This VPP was used to trade on the EPEXSPOT energy market, increase
self-consumption of energy, and support the local electricity grid.
Vehicle-to-grid (V2G) charging was implemented by placing four bidirectional charging stations at both
the local low voltage grid and at commercial locations in the area. Three different car models charged
and discharged at these stations, and were used to support the local electricity grid, lower the peak
load of buildings, and increase self-consumption of energy. USEF flex trading was one of the methods
used to support the local grid.
Results and recommendations

The City-zen smart grid technology enabled the execution of all use cases mentioned above,
showcasing functional E2E, VPP and V2G systems in a complex urban environment. Several lessons
were learned during the monitoring of the project.
Accurate knowledge of the local grid situation (the grid lay-out, quality, and whether or not the grid is
meshed) is a prerequisite for designing end to end smartification solutions. There are many obstacles
to overcome when connecting VPP and V2G components to this grid: problems with both the
technology and the current regulations, which are focussed on household energy demand and not on
household energy generation or storage.
Currently, no off-the-shelf solutions are available for E2E, VPP and V2G applications in brown field
situations. This resulted in a relatively low reliability of the VPP and V2G systems, which was far lower
than the >99.99% reliability of vital infrastructures like the energy grid. This was partly due to faults in
the digital communication (through 4G or Wi-Fi) with the VPP and V2G systems.
By trading on the energy and flex markets, smart grid solutions can balance the grid. Trading on the
EPEXSPOT market however could also have the opposite effect, at times increasing grid peak loads.
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EXECUTIVE

SUMMARY

Our cities are evolving, and so is the way we power them. Currently, 68% of Europeans live in cities
and this number will rise. In 2050, it is expected that 80% of the world population will live in cities. (UN
Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2018) This urbanized population needs energy, from
sustainable energy sources. How will we supply energy to these cities of the future? This is the central
question of project City-zen.
In the City-zen project, companies and citizens work together on developing a sustainable city.
Together they explore how innovations can contribute to the sustainability goals of a (large) city such
as Amsterdam. What are the effects of, among other things, solar panels, electric cars and home
batteries on the lives of citizens and the local energy grid? How can a reliable, affordable and accessible
energy grid be retained?
This summary will provide some answers to these questions, by giving an overview of the findings of
the City-zen smart grid project, executed in Amsterdam. First the context and the challenges will be
sketched, then the smart-grid solutions implemented will be explained, followed by a description of
the partners involved in the project. Finally the lessons learned during both the implementation and
the monitoring phase of the project will be presented, as well as recommendations for future
endeavours.

SUPPLYING SUSTAINABLE ENERGY TO THE CITIES OF THE FUTURE
For life in an urban context to remain sustainable in the long term, the energy system of the city has
to be sustainable as well. A society powered by sustainable energy from intermittent and variable
sources like the wind and the sun, as depicted in Figure 1, needs to balance energy supply and demand
on all scales. In an urban context, this generates a need for energy storage and grid smartification.

Figure 1: Traditional energy systems (top) generate energy in a central location, and transport it to
decentral users. Modern, sustainable energy systems (bottom) generate and use energy in a
decentralized manner.
Along with an increased variance in energy generation, modern urbanity brings with it an increased
demand for electricity during peak hours. Homes kept warm by heat pumps, whose residents drive
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electric vehicles, and trade on the energy markets using battery systems, place a radically different
demand on the grid than traditional households.
What could be viewed as a burden on the grid, can instead be turned into an advantage using smart
grid solutions. Local distribution grid operators or DSOs can collaborate with energy suppliers and
citizens to create value for all parties involved. The grid operator can balance the energy on the grid
by using the flexibility of energy storage or demand response; the energy supplier can take on new
roles and profit from providing energy and flexibility to the DSO; the citizens benefit from living in a
sustainable city, and they can profit by becoming active participants in the energy markets. This assists
society in keeping the electricity grid reliable and affordable for all citizens.

THREE SMART GRID SOLUTIONS IN ACTION IN AMSTERDAM
In the City-zen project in Amsterdam, three smart grid solutions were applied in practice in the NieuwWest district, to see if they can facilitate grid operators and prevent investments in the electricity grid,
while also providing value to the residents of the area. Amsterdam Nieuw-West is a diverse
neighbourhood; it has a diversity of housing, old and new, with and without local sustainable energy
generation such as solar panels, as shown in Figure 2. Single-family homes, SME and apartment
buildings can be found there. This diverse test site makes the lessons learned during the project
transferable to a great diversity of other municipalities.

Figure 2: Diversity of buildings in an Amsterdam Nieuw-West street.
In the Nieuw-West district of Amsterdam a futuristic energy grid is located. Smart grid sensors and
other technology are placed at central locations in the grid and constantly measure the supply and
demand of energy. The medium-voltage grid can be controlled remotely, resulting in optimal use of
sustainable energy and prevention of power failures. The smart grid in combination with smart
metering and the smart control system technologically enables households to trade their energy via a
virtual power plant, and car owners to exchange energy with the grid in both directions using vehicle
to grid technology.
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 End to end smartification
The first step towards a smart distribution grid is end to end smartification (E2E). This means that
between the medium voltage (MV) substation at one end, and the energy connection of the residences
at the other, the status of all grid components is known. This should be done by placing the minimal
amount of measurement points and equipment in the grid, while still acquiring all of the necessary
information.
The City-zen E2E project showcased this approach in Amsterdam. Over 10.000 residences were
connected to the smart grid, using over 9.000 smart meters, 13 monitored medium voltage stations
(MVSs), and 22 monitored low voltage (LV) mainlines, creating one of the largest smart grids in the
Netherlands. An overview of these and other vital smart grid components is shown in Table 1.
The results of monitoring were used to verify the predictions of a state estimation model, which is
being developed to accurately estimate the state at any point in the grid. The monitoring data were
also used to assess the effect of the implementation of a virtual power plant and vehicle to grid
charging, both of which will be explained next.
 Virtual power plant
The second smart grid solution applied is the virtual power plant (VPP). With this project, the
participating parties want to learn how more sustainable energy can fit in a densely populated city
such as Amsterdam. By gaining experience with this Virtual Power Plant, the balance between supply
and demand can be increased.
Over the course of one year, fifty battery systems were installed on a local and residential level in
Amsterdam Nieuw-West. In the Nieuw-West district, a large number of buildings and houses have solar
panels. When more solar energy is generated than used, the battery stores the energy locally. This
prevents overloading of the energy network and can prevent unnecessary costs to expand the grid.
This keeps the energy grid affordable and reliable. With the virtual power plant it is also possible to
trade sustainable energy on the energy market. This makes it possible in the future to pay and receive
the true price for energy. This financial incentive could contribute to energy saving. This project
distinguishes itself from comparable pilots by combining all three factors: home battery systems,
energy trading and taking the capacity of the local electricity grid into account.
 Vehicle to grid
The third smart grid solution is vehicle to grid (V2G) charging and discharging of electric vehicles. The
number of electric cars is growing rapidly. The government of the Netherlands has set a goal of one
million electric vehicles in 2025, which is more than 10% of the total number of private vehicles. With
V2G a combination is made between electric transport and the need for storage of electricity during
sustainable energy generation peaks. The charging stations make energy stored in the batteries of
electric cars available to the grid during times when the energy demand is high. The charging station
is therefore not a normal charging station, but a bidirectional charging station. In times of low energy
demand, the cars can be charged as usual. Flexible use of energy is a more efficient solution than
adjusting the electricity grid so that more capacity can go through. This keeps the energy grid
affordable and reliable.
Within the City-zen V2G project four bidirectional charging stations were installed, two at public
locations and two at commercial locations. Three different types of cars, with several drivers, used
these charging stations to charge their electric vehicles, while at the same time the cars were used to
support the grid, lower the peak load of buildings, and trade on the USEF flex market.
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 Overview of City-zen smart grid components
Table 1: Main components in grid smartification by City-zen in Amsterdam Nieuw-West
Components of the smart grid

#
MVSs (total)

45

Intelligent MVSs

7

MVSs with LV monitoring

9

Monitored MVSs in total

13

MV mainlines (total)

57

Monitored MV mainlines

27

LV mainlines (total)

166

Monitored LV mainlines

22

Virtual Power Plant (VPP)

battery systems

50

Vehicle2Grid

Bidirectional charging stations

4

Medium voltage substations (MVSs)

Cable circuits

PROJECT PARTNERS
Many private and public parties will have to collaborate to make the sustainable cities of the future a
reality. In the City-zen project, 23 partners work together. Two of those are involved in the City-zen
projects this report describes. Besides those partners, a number of collaborators and contracted
parties was also involved in the projects. The most important ones are introduced below.
Alliander brings the renewable energy market closer. As a network
company, Alliander is responsible for the distribution of energy such as
electricity, (bio)gas and heat. They do not produce or trade energy
themselves. This is done by energy suppliers, buyers and traders. Most of
the energy they distribute regionally is produced by power stations and windfarms and carried through
the international and domestic energy grids run by TenneT and Gasunie. A growing number of
consumers and businesses are also feeding the energy they have generated themselves back into the
grid. Alliander is partner in all three smart grid projects.
NeoSmart (formerly known as Greenspread) is a sustainable energy
supplier and enables new players on the energy market to participate.
‘Neo’ in NeoSmart stands for New Energy Order. The energy market is
changing radically, and NeoSmart is the party making connections, like a connected electricity grid.
Their team of professionals collaborates with several experienced parties in the energy market to offer
the best services to consumers. NeoSmart is the successor of energy supplier Greenspread, building
on their many years of experience in the energy market. NeoSmart is partner for the VPP.
EXE (Energy Exchange Enablers) is a subsidiary of Alliander. EXE wants to
make the electricity markets accessible everyone and thereby reduce
costs for everyone. An individual participant is too small to participate in
the energy markets. EXE can test the smart software, so local energy products can gain easy access to
the energy market via an online platform. EXE is partner for the VPP, where two of its products
(demand response platform Entrnce and real-time energy exchange software R.E.X.) are used.
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NewMotion designs, builds, and supports award-winning smart charge
services including charge points, a mobile app and charge card, allowing
access to tens of thousands of charge points across Europe. During this project they were the charge
point operator. NewMotion was contracted for V2G.
Enervalis provides a complete EV toolset to deliver future-proof and highly
scalable smart charging solutions. Through state-of-the-art self-learning
algorithms, the patented Smartpower Suite® platform predicts the needed
energy and departure time of the EV-driver based on historical charging patterns while taking into
account the local grid constraints. During this project Enervalis was the aggregator contracted by
NewMotion for V2G.
Amsterdam Smart City is committed to a smarter Amsterdam and helps
with finding participants and ensures the communication about this
project.

IMPLEMENTATION OF SMART GRID SOLUTIONS IN AMSTERDAM
By connecting over 10.000 citizens to the smart grid in Amsterdam, one of the largest smart grids in
The Netherlands was created. Measurement and control equipment was installed, battery systems
were placed in residential homes, and bidirectional charging stations were connected to the grid.
Rolling out this advanced system, consisting of many components that all had to work together, was
not an easy task, and many technological, social and economics lessons were learned during the
implementation and monitoring of the project.
 Project timeline
The City-zen smart grid project started in 2014. After discussions about and design of the physical
setup, implementation started in 2017 and was finished in 2018. Measurements and experiments were
executed in 2017, 2018 and 2019.
 Lessons learned during implementation









Good understanding of the lay-out of the low voltage (LV) grid is a prerequisite for
implementing E2E smartification efficiently. Without this accurate data, one cannot determine
where to place the measurement equipment in the grid;
Currently, no off-the-shelf solutions are available for E2E, VPP and V2G applications in brown
field situations;
It is difficult to know beforehand how much and where measurement equipment is required
to enable E2E. An accurate state estimation model is a valuable tool to gain the required
insight;
Finding and retaining participants for VPP and V2G projects is a time-consuming task. Active
participation is required which is not always possible in combination with the work-life balance
of potential participants. In addition, participants sometimes move or retract from the project
when changes occur in their private lives;
The placement of bidirectional charging stations is currently not a standard job. They are still
far more expensive than standard charging stations, they need a reliable internet connection
to function, and during the City-zen project problems with the hardware were encountered
frequently;
The battery systems placed in residences are by default connected to a different phase of the
3-phase grid than both the solar panels and household energy usage. This originates from
standards used in the installation sector. This means that the battery system cannot be used
effectively to balance energy within the residence.
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MONITORING THE SMART GRID SOLUTIONS IN AMSTERDAM
 Lessons learned during monitoring











VPPs in trade mode, trading on the EPEXSPOT market, at times have a negative effect on grid
balance given the current pricing mechanism. There are instances where energy is sold, and
thus delivered to the grid, during moments of local energy generation. This can increase the
peak load on the LV grid;
Due to regulations the V2G system cannot currently be used to provide emergency power in
the event of a power outage;
Additional testing with higher density of charging stations in the grid and a greater number of
V2G compatible cars should be done to definitively proof the value of V2B and V2G;
The reliability of OT/IT connections through 4G and Wi-Fi communication networks used for
VPP and V2G applications is lower than that of the grid itself. The reliability needs to increase
to match the reliability of the grid before a VPP or V2G can be used as part of the vital
infrastructure balancing loads on the LV grid;
State estimation is needed in order to be able to draw conclusions about the current situation
of the grid;
By using the VPP for energy trading, based on forecasts of energy consumption, PV solar
generation, the energy prices on the EPEXSPOT market and the availability of the battery,
overall energy costs can be decreased. A low density of VPP contributors in the LV grid (less
than 5% of residences were equipped with battery systems) showed little impact on the grid;
The DSO is able to alleviate peak loads on the grid by using small storage (battery) systems, if
the DSO has fast and reliable means to control the VPP/V2G battery systems through their
operators. This is possible when the batteries are operated in an inherently grid-supporting
mode by the battery operator, when there are adequate financial stimuli the DSO can offer
through the energy and/or flex markets, or if the DSO can overrule the settings of the VPP to
ensure grid stability and prevent a power outage.

SMART GRID SOLUTIONS IN THE CITY OF THE FUTURE
 Recommendations for future endeavours








Certain capabilities of both the VPP and V2G system cannot be utilized due to regulatory
barriers and/or sector standards. Examples are the use of the V2G system for emergency
power and the self-consumption of energy using the VPP by connecting the battery and solar
panels of a household to the same phase;
Data clearing should be done before starting with E2E smartification to gain an accurate
understanding of the physical grid layout. Currently not enough is known about the grid on the
LV level to support a transition to smart grids;
Technical readiness level of components must be improved in order to use small scale storage
solutions (through VPP or V2G) in a reliable way to control vital infrastructure, especially in
brown field situations. Improvements in the European and international standards can ensure
compatibility of the components in all situations;
Different reward mechanisms for VPP and V2G participants should be tested to determine the
financial value of these systems;
The density of the VPP and V2G contributors should be increased to notice the effect in the
grid. When increasing the number of VPP/V2G participants, the effects of individual decisions
that do not match the desired steering protocols will be evened out by the combined effect of
the other transactions. For VPP this applies to the predictability of average household
behaviour, and for V2G it applies to the average presence of cars at the charging station;
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During this project, there was no technical supplier as a consortium partner or as official
project partner. It is recommended to seek active collaboration with a supplier of technical
components.
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CHAPTER 1 – Introduction

This report describes the work done on the City-zen project by Alliander and their partner NeoSmart.
Alliander’s responsibilities within City-zen were at the work packages WP3 (technology integration),
WP5 (demo Amsterdam) and WP7 (technical and process monitoring). The project started in 2014.
After discussions about and design of the physical setup, implementation started in 2017 and was
finished in 2018. Measurements and experiments were executed in 2017, 2018 and 2019.
The deliverables from WP3 have already been reported on in earlier stages of the project, leaving on
the deliverables from WP5 and WP7. This document will report on the tasks shown in Table 2, and
deliver the corresponding deliverables. This table also shows where the different topics are discussed.
Table 2: Tasks and deliverables reported on in this document. The last column indicates which section
of the report describes the actions taken for each deliverable/task.
Deliverable
#
5.7

5.10

5.11

5.12

7.4

Deliverable
Operational PV +
intelligent storage
units and virtual
power plant

Digitalized grid
substations,
functionality
description
Fully functional
intelligent medium
and low voltage grid
Report on V2G grid
stabilization

Monitoring and
evaluation of grid
smartification

Task
#
8

10

11

2.3

Task description

Objectives

Section

Smartification at
building level
(LIAN, M12-M58)

50-80 storage systems
installed
ICT monitoring and control
platform
VPP in demonstration

2.2.3

Smartification of
medium and low
voltage
electricity
distribution grid
(LIAN, M6-M58)

Digitalized Grid substation

2.1.2

iNet implementation

2.1

Integration of
electrical vehicles
and vehicle to
grid (V2G)
technology (LIAN,
M6-M58)

Bidirectional EV chargers and
energy management system
Design criteria and decision
strategy
Platform used

2.3.3

Testing and optimization

3.3

Monitoring and
evaluation of grid
smartification
(LIAN, M20-M58)

Small scale storage systems
and VPP
Flexibility and balancing at the
neighbourhood scale
Impact of electrical vehicles
and effects on the grid
Impact of grid updates in low,
medium and high voltage grid

3.2

2.2.4
2.2

2.3
2.3.4

3.2.4, 3.2.5
and 3.2.6
3.3.1, 3.3.2
and 3.3.4
3.1

The reason why we combine the deliverable reports is because we see the environment build as an
integral energy system, build up by several components. While the work package descriptions is setup
on the different aspects, the report will give a description of the system as a whole.
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1.1.1. Reading guide

This report starts here with an introduction of the problems faced when designing and building
futureproof energy systems for urban areas. The three smart grid technologies applied in Amsterdam
are also introduced in this chapter, starting with end to end smartification, followed by virtual power
plants and vehicle to grid systems. This order will be carried through in the rest of the report.
 Chapter 2 shows the set-up of the systems in Amsterdam, and gives details about the partners,
software and hardware that made the system work.
 Chapter 3 then follows with the results from experimenting with and monitoring the systems.
 Chapter 4 describes the social interactions around the City-zen smart grid projects, describing
the motivations of participants and addressing concerns from people living in the
neighbourhood.
 Chapter 5 shows the economic findings of collaborators in the project who traded on the
energy and flex markets using City-zen technology
 Chapter 6 lists all communication about the City-zen smart grid projects
 Chapter 7 draws conclusions and gives recommendations for further investigations and
possible scale-ups
In the appendices following the last chapter, additional figures and detailed information can be found.
The report will refer to these appendices where necessary.

1.2.

PROJECT CITY-ZEN: SUPPLYING ENERGY TO THE CITIES OF THE FUTURE

1.2.1. We need smart ways of powering our cities

There is a tendency that more and more people live in cities in future. In addition world population
uses more and more energy. Generating and distributing enough sustainable energy to power the
cities of the future is a big challenge. The intermittent nature of energy sources like wind and solar
power provides new challenges in the field of grid operation and energy storage, and the boundaries
between those two fields become fluid.
1.2.2. Balancing the energy supply

A society powered by sustainable energy from intermittent sources like the wind and the sun needs
energy storage as a means to balance energy supply and demand on all scales. Large scale energy
storage can provide a solution to the energy imbalance between winter and summer. Small scale
energy storage could play the same role on a smaller scale to cancel out the daily energy imbalance.
In a standard house for example, energy can be stored during the middle of the day (when solar power
is high and energy demand is low) and during the night (when energy demand is lowest), so that there
is enough energy available in the morning and the evening when most energy is used in households,
as shown in Figure 3.
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Figure 3: Energy profile of households. Typically, the energy use is high in the morning, low during the
day, and highest in the evening. Traditional energy generation follows this pattern, but solar energy
generation typically has a complementary pattern.
Large and small scale energy storage both have their own place in energy systems. The different
aspects of these storage types are shown in Table 3.
Table 3: Differences between large and small scale energy storage
Large scale energy storage
Extended periods of time (weeks or months)
Slow (dis)charge
Spatially centralised

Small scale energy storage
Short periods of time (hours or days)
Quick (dis)charge
Spatially de-centralised

1.2.3. Balancing the energy distribution

In section 1.2.2 we talked about the use of energy storage to balance the supply and demand of
electricity over time. When this balance over time is achieved, we still have to balance this energy over
space; supply and demand are not always located at the same points in the grid, and thus electricity
has to be transported. The amount of energy that can be transported from one point to another
depends on the grid components in-between, like cables and transformers.
Most electricity grids were built to transport electricity from a central supplier (like a coal or gas
generator) to decentral users (homes and factories). With the rise of sustainable energy sources like
wind turbines and solar panels, this picture changes. The users are still decentral, but so are the
suppliers (see
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Figure 4: Traditional energy systems (top) generate energy in a central location, and transport it to
decentral users. Modern, sustainable energy systems (bottom) generate and use energy in a
decentralized manner.
Where in the old system the grid had to transport a more or less constant level of electricity in one
direction, in the new system the grid has to transport a fluctuating amount of energy in all directions.
This also brings to light the lack of measurements in the low voltage grid. In the traditional system,
extensive measurements at the LV level were not necessary. In the new situation, they are. This brings
about great challenges on all scales of the electricity grid.
Storing energy can help maintain a balance on the grid. Energy is stored when there is no room on the
grid to transport it at that moment, and the storage is discharged later when there is more grid capacity
than energy. Grid operators can use storage to maintain a balance on the electricity grid on all scales.
Balancing the electricity grid serves not only the interests of grid operators, but also those of society.
If energy supply and demand are spread out across the grid, a lot more energy will have to be
transported, resulting in a need for more cables, more transformers, and more high voltage pylons in
the landscape. Installing all of this costs energy, rare materials, and money, as well as a lot of time to
install: time that could also be used to move faster towards a sustainable energy supply for all.
1.2.4. The city of the future is smart

Currently, 68% of Europeans live in cities and this number will rise. In 2050, it is expected that 80% of
the world population will live in cities. (UN Department of Economic and Social Affairs, 2018) The
transition to renewable energy will therefore largely happen in an urban context.
Future cities envisioned by City-zen are smart cities. There are many possible approaches to make such
a city energy neutral, based on the specific opportunities and qualities of the location, the culture and
the resources available. The energy infrastructure is an integral part of the city. It should be flexible
and operated with the lowest costs and carbon emissions. To reach these goals the economy of scale
has to be taken advantage of: the dense population of urban areas means that less infrastructure per
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person is needed. In order to benefit from this, insights about the use of the infrastructure are crucial.
This is why the smartification of the cities and their infrastructures is an important building block for
the city of the future.
Energy infrastructures have always used the economy of scale, by taking advantage of the low
synchronicity of energy use by households. Residential homes do not all use energy at the same time.
We say that they have a low synchronicity. Their combined peak demand does therefore not scale
linearly. For example, one household may have a peak load of 10kW, but the peak load of two
households combined is not 2x10=20kW. If we take the synchronicity to be 80%, the combined energy
demand peak of the households equals 2x10x0.8=16kW. This fact is relied upon heavily during the
design of traditional grids. Around 2.5kW of power is reserved for an average household on the grid.
This is about as much power as an electrical kettle needs to boil water. Due to the low synchronicity
of household energy demand however, this is enough. With the emergence of PV solar panels,
electrical vehicles, heat pumps and more, the synchronicity in energy demand and supply increases.
To still be able to balance the energy in the grid in this new situation we need smart infrastructure.
1.2.5. Using smart grids to balance our energy system

If local energy storage is not used in a smart and responsible way, it could even be detrimental to the
balance of energies. To understand how this works, take a look at Figure 5 and Figure 6. Every citizen
supplies energy at the same time, and also demands energy around the same time. In these figures
energy supply from PV solar panels and energy demand from households is shown. The third big
contributor to the grid load is the charging of electrical vehicles or EVs. EV charging generally has a
higher synchronicity than traditional household energy demand, but lower than PV solar panels. In this
project, smart grids are used to try and tackle the problems sketched in the previous sections.

12:00h

Congestion
point

Figure 5: Energy transport during a sunny day. Houses with solar panels produce more energy than
they use. This energy is transported through the grid to a local energy station or energy storage unit,
resulting in an overload of the grid component at the congestion point.
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18:00h

Congestion
point

Figure 6: Energy transport during the evening. Houses where the inhabitants are cooking or charging
their electric vehicles use more energy than they produce. This energy is transported through the grid
from a local energy station or energy storage unit, resulting in an overload of grid component at the
congestion point.
The energy demand and supply can be shifted in time using storage and delaying non-urgent demand
as explained before. Most citizens however have similar interests, the accumulation of their individual
optimizations will result in a high synchronicity of their energy supply and demand, potentially causing
even more imbalance in the energy system. To counteract this tendency, a communal system can be
introduced that balances the energy flows, as well as the needs of the individuals with those of society.
In the smart grid projects discussed in this report, this system consists of a virtual power plant, end to
end smartification and a vehicle to grid system.

1.3.

THREE SMART GRID SOLUTIONS

In order to be able to provide cities with a flexible and future proof infrastructure we need to
understand what is happening on house level, on the neighbourhood level and on the grid level. The
smart grid solutions are described below. End to end smartification (E2E) on different levels will
provide information about and digitalization of the grid. A virtual power plant (VPP) is an online,
centralized platform which monitors, aggregates, stores, and redistributes energy, in order to make all
the smaller components of the VPP together resemble a traditional power plant. And vehicle to grid
(V2G) comprises a smart energy solution that allows electric vehicles to be utilised as battery systems
connected to the grid through bidirectional charging stations.
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Figure 7: An overview where the smart grid solution are illustrated
1.3.1. An introduction to E2E - End to End smartification

End-2-End Smartification is designed with the objective of achieving maximum flexibility for the
electrical grid and the connected dwellings/customers. This includes the integration of advanced
monitoring technology. End-2-End grid should be ‘smart’ enough to facilitate the new ways we use,
produce and trade energy. This is mainly done by adding the right amount of IT components to the
electrical grid for remote monitoring and control purposes. This intelligent electricity network,
otherwise known as the smart grid, is equipped with computer and sensor technology at key nodes of
the grid, and with smart meters at the dwellings. Currents and voltages are continuously monitored to
facilitate more accurate remote monitoring and control functions. This information technology
facilitates the remote operation, from a central location (control room), of the medium and low voltage
grid, which is not possible in the more standard ‘analogue’ grid. To achieve the best insight, Alliander’s
digitization strategy is to combine measurement data with network modelling. These network
modelling is done with state estimation modelling which is explained below.
 Use cases
E2E will be used to access multiple value streams. First and foremost, it will provide the DSO with
valuable information about the grid on the house, neighbourhood and district level. Other than that,
there are three specific use cases for E2E in the City-zen project:
 Enabling the design and operation of a VPP
 Enabling the design and operation of a V2G system
 Providing information to further develop State Estimation Modelling on the MV and LV level
This last use case will be explored further in the next section.
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 State Estimation modelling
By adding additional measurement and control equipment to the grid E2E provides us with more
information and additional potential for control. Extensive state estimation modelling was done to
extract as much information as possible about the state of the grid from the measurement data. DSOs
traditionally treat LV and MV networks as two separate entities. Both voltage levels have their own set
of assumptions and design policies. In the City-zen project, a fast load flow algorithm was proposed,
suitable to simulate both the LV and MV network in a single simulation. This innovative algorithm is
applied to the grid in Amsterdam Nieuw-West. Using this method, congestion problems in both the LV
and MV grid can be determined with greater accuracy. (Dobbe, et al., 2019)

Figure 8: Medium and Low voltage simulations for the entire area where Alliander is the DSO.
Figure 8 shows two maps of the Netherlands, showing an example of the type of information gained
from the state estimation algorithm developed for the City-zen project. Alliander services the non-grey
area. This figure shows the geographical distribution of calculated voltage problems on a postal code
level. The problems in the integral MV/LV simulation are concentrated, which can be logically
explained by the fact that an LV network with high loads influences neighbouring networks.
1.3.2. An introduction to VPP - Virtual Power Plants

Traditional power plants produce large amounts of energy. They are a centralized, predictable and
stable source of electricity. Sustainable energy sources dependant on nature are none of those three
things. They are decentralized; every house in a neighbourhood might have solar panels on its roof.
The energy generated by these panels is transported through the LV grid of the DSO. Sustainable
energy production is unpredictable; equally unpredictable as the weather, and just like the weather
these energy sources cannot be influenced like traditional power plants could. And lastly, they are
volatile; when a cloud obscures the sun, the amount of energy generated by the system could suddenly
plunge. Placing energy storage units in the system creates energy buffers. Centralized control of these
storage units provides more possibilities.
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The virtual power plant is an online, centralized platform which monitors, aggregates, stores, and
redistributes energy, in order to make all the smaller components of the VPP together resemble a
traditional power plant. This power plant is then connected to the higher levels of the electricity grid,
as shown in Figure 9.

Figure 9: Schematic overview of a simple VPP. Several different components generating (solar panels),
storing (batteries), consuming (residences) and transporting (LV cables) energy are connected to each
other, and are all connected to the VPP. The VPP in turn is connected to the higher level electricity grid.
A VPP consists of a combination of elements that generate, convert, transport, store, use and monitor
energy. The VPP then gathers information and matches the energy to create balances. The VPP in the
City-zen project consists of a group of residences (energy use) with solar panels (energy generation)
and battery systems (energy conversion and storage), connected to a smart electricity grid
(transportation and monitoring) as shown in Figure 10. The monitoring takes place using E2E as
explained in section 1.3.1. as well as additional monitoring from the VPP components itself: the battery
systems gather and send information.
As shown in Figure 9 and Figure 10 the VPP in this project consists of many units that each individually
represent all elements in the energy system: each residence generates, stores and uses energy. This is
not a general requirement for a VPP. The system could also work with only energy storage at one
location, an only energy use at another for example. Not all components of the VPP have to be equal.
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Figure 10: Schematic overview of the components of the VPP used in the residences in project City-zen.
All of these residences are connected individually to the LV electricity grid.
 Use cases
The VPP use cases tested within City-zen are:
 Trading on energy markets with the combined capacity of a maximum of 50 energy storage
systems;
 Local consumption of locally generated sustainable energy;
 Supporting the local electricity grid through congestion management.
Trading on the energy markets

An energy aggregator can utilize all of the energy storage systems to trade energy on the wholesale
markets: the use of a home battery allows for energy storage when electricity prices are low and
discharge the battery when there are high. A single battery system is not predictable enough, nor is it
large enough, to trade on the wholesale market, which is where the VPP comes in. Trading on the
energy markets with battery systems installed at residences in one individual neighbourhood like this
has not been done before. This trading can only be profitable, if the price difference between buying
and selling the electricity exceeds the energy loss incurred by charging and discharging the storage
system.
𝑥 = 𝐸(𝜂𝑃𝑠𝑒𝑙𝑙𝑖𝑛𝑔 − 𝑃𝑏𝑢𝑦𝑖𝑛𝑔 )
This balance between monetary gain and energy loss is represented in the formula above, where x is
the total profit or loss, P is the price at which energy is bought or sold, E is the amount of energy traded
in kWh and η is the roundtrip efficiency of storing energy. For example, if the roundtrip efficiency of a
battery system is 80%, then 20% of every kWh stored in the battery is lost by charging and discharging
the battery.
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Self-consumption of locally generated energy

Another use case for the VPP is using more energy locally. This can be motivated by a desire to be more
energy independent, or by financial motives: at this moment supplying solar energy to the grid is
subsidized, making it profitable to feed the energy into the grid. The Dutch government has presented
plans to change this in the early 2020s. It can then become profitable to use as much energy locally as
possible. The use of a home battery allows for energy storage when the local energy generation is
abundant (when the sun is shining and the residents away) and discharge the battery when the need
for energy is high (when there is no sunshine and the residents are at home).
Supporting the local electricity grid

The VPP was also connected to Alliander’s smart grid. This enables the DSO to examine if the batteries
are able to support the local grid network during peak moments. If the VPP can be used in this way,
this might prevent (additional) investments in the electricity grid and ensure that the grid stays stable,
benefiting all those who use the grid and pay for it. The use of a home battery allows for the battery
systems to be discharged when the load on the grid is low, making for a stable base-load, and charged
when the load on the grid is high, alleviating the new energy peaks caused by the local energy
generation from solar panels.
1.3.3. An introduction to V2G – Vehicle to Grid

The mismatch between supply and demand is enhanced by the increasing presence of Electric Vehicles
(EVs), causing high demand peaks on the grid if they are charged at the same time (for instance, during
the evening, when users come back from work). It is expected that the growth of electric cars will
increase so fast that in 2025 the number of EVs in The Netherlands will have increased to one million.
The consequence is an increased load on the grid.
The average car is parked more than 95% of the time. The batteries in electric vehicles could be used
to let electricity flow from the car to the electric distribution network and back. V2G describes a system
in which plug-in electric vehicles communicate with the power grid to sell demand response services
by either returning electricity to the grid or by throttling their charging rate. The stored electricity in
the cars is made available via a charging station at times when the demand is high. This way the
charging stations become bidirectional, so the electric cars can be used as (temporary) energy storage
facilities. Additionally, by combining multiple batteries, accumulated capacity can become large
enough to effectively prevent unbalance in the electricity grid. In the environment in Amsterdam
several bidirectional chargers have been installed to be tested by Alliander.

Figure 11a: Effect of traditional EV charging

Figure 11b: Effect of smart charging V2G EVs

Figure 11a illustrates the effect of electric vehicles on the grid load, without any intervention in their
charging behaviour. The extra energy demand from EVs increases the load in the evening, where
traditionally the highest peak loads of households are located. Where unchecked EV charging has an
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unfavourable effect, smart charging with V2G EVs can actually reduce peak loads. Figure 11b shows
how V2G (dis)charging can do this: by charging during the day, when solar energy is abundant, and
discharging during the evening household peak.
 Use cases
The V2G use cases tested within City-zen are:
 Supporting the local electricity grid through congestion management;
o Using standard charging;
o Using a standardized load profile;
o By trading on the USEF (Universal Smart Energy Framework) flex market;
 Enabling businesses to save on their connection costs by limiting their required capacity;
 Self-consumption of locally produced energy;
 Supplying emergency power
Supporting the local electricity grid & self-consumption of locally generated energy

In a similar fashion as the VPP, the V2G system can be used to increase local consumption of locally
generated energy and it can support the local electricity grid. This basics of this are explained in section
1.3.2. The self-consumption mode of the V2G system is a bit more advanced than that of the VPP,
because it also utilizes predictions about the energy use and solar energy supply during the day. These
predictions are included in the so called green-following mode, developed by Enervalis. This is the
mode we refer to when we refer to self-consumption modes in the context of the V2G project.
Trading on the USEF (Universal Smart Energy Framework) flex market

USEF delivers the market model (USEF, 2018) for the trading and commoditisation of energy flexibility,
and the architecture, tools and rules to make it work effectively. By providing an international common
standard for smart energy, USEF unifies markets and ensures that projects and technologies are
connected at the lowest cost.
By delivering a common standard on which to build smart energy implementations, USEF connects
prosumers, technologies and energy markets. It is the basis for an integrated smart energy future that
is both efficient and cost-effective. The framework defines each stakeholder role in the energy market,
how they interact and how they can benefit by doing so. With existing detailed specifications and reallife pilots in the market, USEF is perhaps the most comprehensive, advanced initiative of its kind.
Three market roles from the USEF framework are used within the City-zen project:
 Prosumer The residential consumer role in the energy system is changing. It is not unusual for
a modern home to include multiple smart appliances, smart metering, electric vehicles and
solar panels. Home battery technologies are also maturing rapidly. All internet-connected,
these emerging technologies provide an opportunity for in-home optimisation of energy, by
avoiding or deferring its use unless it’s absolutely necessary and/or the price is right. Selling
any excess energy generated or stored can also reap financial rewards.
 Aggregator: The aggregator bundles small flex assets (for example those owned by the
prosumers) into a flexibility volume, enabling (the trading of) energy flexibility. USEF helps
interested parties to understand the nature of the opportunity that the new Aggregator role
offers and provides the tools to act on it. It makes the boundaries of an Aggregator’s business
model clear, without limiting opportunities. USEF defines the role and delivers the related
interaction models and sample technical references. These things are particularly important
where the role is of interest to companies not currently active in the energy markets but that
have existing retail relationships and expertise
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DSO: USEF helps the DSO to mitigate risk and play a smarter role in the system. It delivers
easier access to Prosumers’ flexible supply and demand by making their active participation in
the grid possible. This can be used to alleviate grid stress and defer or avoid grid upgrades. It
also encourages prosumer reliance on the grid by providing them with the opportunity to
benefit financially. This reduces the likelihood of their defection as storage technologies
become more readily-available, making self-balancing achievable.

Enabling businesses to save on their connection costs

Those connected to the electricity grid have to pay an annual fee for that connection. The height of
this fee depends on the peak loads of the connected property. If one can lower the peak electricity
one supplies to or demands from the electricity grid, the connection costs can be decreased. Since
businesses usually have larger connection types, associated with higher connection fees, this use case
is especially relevant for business parties.
Emergency power supply

In the event of a power failure, a large energy storage facility can act as an emergency power supply.
If there is a large number of EVs with V2G charging capability, this fleet of V2G connected cars could
hypothetically act as such an emergency power supply. This is the fifth and last use case for the V2G
system explored in the City-zen project.

1.4.

SMART GRID EXPERIMENTS BY ALLIANDER AND NEOSMART IN AMSTERDAM

This project was executed in an urban area in Amsterdam, The Netherlands. Alliander, the DSO in
Amsterdam and a partner in the City-zen project, worked on this project together with NeoSmart, also
a partner in the City-zen project. Both parties will be introduced below. Other collaborators will be
introduced later on in the concerning sections. After introduction the partners, a picture will be painted
of the area of Amsterdam in which the project took place, and the important features of the grid will
be highlighted.
1.4.1. City-zen project partners

 Alliander – company profile
Alliander brings the renewable energy markets closer

As a network company, Alliander is responsible for the distribution of energy such as electricity,
(bio)gas and heat. We do not produce or trade energy ourselves. This is done by energy suppliers,
buyers and traders. Most of the energy we distribute regionally is produced by power stations and
windfarms and carried through the international and domestic energy grids run by TenneT and
Gasunie. A growing number of consumers and businesses are also feeding the energy they have
generated themselves back into our grid.
A well-managed energy network

Our primary task is to distribute gas and electricity to consumers, businesses and institutions. The
network operator Liander makes this possible by keeping the energy distribution through all our
networks in good condition, supplying more than three million consumers and businesses daily with
gas and electricity as efficiently as possible.
An open and future-proof energy network

We are committed to running a reliable energy supply to ensure that living, working and travelling
remain viable in the future.
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 NeoSmart – company profile
NeoSmart (New Energy Order) is a sustainable energy supplier and enables new players on the energy
market to participate. ‘Neo’ in NeoSmart stands for New Energy Order. The energy market is changing
radically, and NeoSmart is the party making connections, like a connected electricity grid. Their team
of professionals collaborates with several experienced parties in the energy market to offer the best
services to consumers. NeoSmart is the successor of energy supplier Greenspread, building on their
many years of experience in the energy market.
1.4.2. Amsterdam Nieuw-West

Amsterdam is the capital of the Netherlands and is home to around 850.000 people, who live in
approximately 550.000 residences. Over 10.000 of these dwellings are now connected to the smart
grid, and more than 95% of them are equipped with smart energy meters. The smart grid pilot area is
situated in the district Nieuw West and spans two city areas: Osdorp and De Aker, Sloten en Nieuw
Sloten. The location of the project in Europe, The Netherlands and Amsterdam is shown in Figure 12a,
b and c.

Figure 12: Three maps showing the location of the City-zen smart grid project. a. (top) The Netherlands.
b. (middle) Amsterdam. c. (bottom) Amsterdam Nieuw-West, where the project took place.
A typical image of the areas where the smart grid project took place, capturing their atmosphere, is
depicted in Figure 13. Circa 22.000 people live in this area, who are connected to the smart grid. The
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average electricity consumption per household is 2.210 kWh/year, and the average natural gas
consumption is 900 m3/year. This is 25% less electricity and 40% less natural gas than the average
Dutch household, which can be explained by the urban location of the area and the fact that most of
the houses are relatively new: most of them were built in the ‘80s or ‘90s.
The electricity grid is also in a relatively good condition. Most of the grid was built in the ’90s or early
2000s. There is more than enough capacity on the grid, and the grid is partially meshed: this means
that there are circular connections, that most residences are connected to the nearest medium voltage
station in two ways. There are no major issues in the grid at the moment, and the frequency of grid
malfunctioning and power outages is very low.
The greater Nieuw-West district is a relatively poor part of Amsterdam, but the areas of De Aker, Sloten
en Nieuw Sloten where the pilot took place is quite affluent. The neighbourhoods are further
characterised by a large presence of local solar production, both private and commercially owned.

Figure 13: Amsterdam Nieuw-West. This image shows the relatively modern architecture and open,
green city plan typical for the district.
An active participation collaboration with the citizens of Amsterdam was sought out. They participated
in the projects by sharing their thoughts and worries, by placing battery systems and by using the V2G
charging stations. We will discuss more of their motives and experiences in CHAPTER 4 – .
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CHAPTER 2 – Set-up of the smart grid in
Amsterdam West

In this chapter we give an overview of the set-up of the smart grid in Amsterdam Nieuw-West. The
deliverables for WP5 will be delivered in this chapter. We consider the set-up, collaborations with
other parties, hardware and software of each of the three projects. An overview of the main hardware
components of the smart grid is shown in Table 4. The E2E set-up is used to measure the influence of
the VPP and V2G on the grid load and power quality, hence why we start by explaining the set-up of
the E2E system, followed by an explanation of the VPP and V2G.
Table 4: An overview of components of the smart grid in Amsterdam Nieuw-West. The smart
components are highlighted in bold text.
Components of the smart grid

#
MVSs (total)

45

Intelligent MVSs

7

MVSs with LV monitoring

9

Monitored MVSs in total

13

MV mainlines (total)

57

Monitored MV mainlines

27

LV mainlines (total)

166

Monitored LV mainlines

22

Virtual Power Plant (VPP)

battery systems

50

Vehicle2Grid

Bidirectional charging stations

4

Medium voltage substations (MVSs)

Cable circuits

2.1.

SET-UP OF THE END TO END SMARTIFICATION SYSTEMS

The smart grid in Amsterdam Nieuw-West is fitted with sensors and/or remote controls on every
voltage level, from the low voltage 400/230 V level up to and including the high voltage 150 kV level.
Six substations, 27 medium voltage mainlines, and 22 low voltage mainlines are monitored, adding up
to a total of 58 points of measurement in total. As shown in Table 4, not all components of the smart
grid are monitored; an optimum was sought to acquire enough information about the state of the grid
while using the minimal amount of measurement equipment. The state of the other parts of the grid
can then be determined using state estimation modelling as described in section 1.3.1.
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150 kV

10 kV

400 / 230 V

Figure 14: Schematic overview of the smart grid with E2E. The high voltage grid (top) is monitored, the
medium voltage grid (middle) is monitored, and the low voltage grid (bottom) is monitored as well.
 Timeline E2E
This chapter focuses on the technical set-up of the E2E. There were many organizational steps to take
as well, before E2e was realized. An overview of milestones of the E2E project can be found in Figure
4 below.
Table 5: Timeline highlighting milestones in the City-zen VPP project
Date
Q2 2014
Q4 2014
Q3 2016
Q4 2016
Q1 2018
Q1 2018
Q1 2019
Q2 2019

Activity
Start City-zen end-2-end smartification (E2E)
Start development of measurement strategy for E2E
Baseline measurement strategy finalized for E2E
Start of installation of measurement equipment (RTU’s)
Baseline measurement report E2E
Start full year of data gathering from E2E in relation to VPP and in relation to V2G
Full Year of Monitoring finalized
Finalizing the final measurement report and project report (E2E)

2.1.2. Hardware: substations and mainlines

 High and medium voltage equipment
The Amsterdam Nieuw West smart grid consists of 45 medium voltage substations (MVSs). Of those
substations, 7 have monitoring units for medium voltage cables and remote control switchgear
(intelligent MVSs or iMVSs), and 9 have with monitoring units for low voltage cables. Two of those
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have both, so in total 13 MVSs are equipped with some type of monitoring. The High Voltage substation
Amsterdam Nieuwe Meer is equipped with the Station Automation Sensor (SAS) Supervisory Control
and Data Acquisition (SCADA) system. This system measures the voltage and currents. The 10 kV bus
bar and terminals are monitored and connected with the stations’ SCADA (Supervisory Control and
Data Acquisition system) sensors and RTU. Several medium voltage substations are equipped with
remote controlled switchgear as well as distributed automation units that monitor several grid
characteristics, and make remote control of the switchgear possible. Figure 15 shows the set-up of an
intelligent MVS.

Figure 15: Intelligent components at the MV level in the electricity grid. Sticker on the inside of the door
indicates to mechanics that a substation is remote controlled (top left). Ring Main Unit (RMU) with
remote controlled switchgear (top right). Inspection of a spacious MV substation with remote
controlled switchgear on the back wall, and the LV bus system in front (bottom left). Control unit of the
remote controlled switch gear (bottom right).
 Low voltage equipment
The E2E smart grid consists of 57 MV mainlines and 166 LV mainlines. 27 of the MV mainlines are
monitored, and 22 of the LV mainlines are monitored. The low voltage cable terminals in several
substations are equipped with Wago-RTUs (Remote Terminal Units) and sensor units (Rogowski) that
measure several of the characteristics of the power supply. More than 90% of the connections to the
LV grid are equipped with smart meters. The dwellings equipped with battery systems are also
equipped with special monitoring and control units. The components that were installed are as follows:
 The measuring units are Wago fieldbus systems that are installed in the substations near the
LV bus bar;
 The system includes voltage and current sensors. For the current measurements, Rogowski
coils are employed (see below);
o Rogowski Coils are electrical devices for measuring alternating current;
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o

The devices consist of a helical coil which is wrapped around the LV cables at the bus
bar terminal;
o Unlike a current transformer (used for the HV and MV measurements), the Rogowski
coils do not have an iron core. As a result the coils have a much lower inductance,
allowing it to respond faster to current changes. Also, since no saturation of the iron
core can occur, the coils can be calibrated with a much smaller reference current.
 The fieldbus systems feeds the signals of the sensors through integrator circuits to the RTU,
and to the DSO server.
Figure 16 shows the measurement equipment installed on the LV level of the electricity grid.

Figure 16: Intelligent components at the LV level in the electricity grid. The Wago measuring unit in a
substation (top left). The inside of the Wago measuring unit (top right). The Wago RTU (bottom left).
Three LV cable terminals, one for each of the three phases, with Rogowski coils for current
measurement (bottom right).
The properties that were measured by these systems are as follows:
 AC voltage and current on each phase are measured with high accuracy. And logged every 30
seconds;
 From the wave functions detected in the measurements, quantities relating to the harmonic
and frequency are derived, including:
o Reactive power;
o Total harmonic distortion (current and voltage);
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o

Power quality (or frequency variance magnitude).

A more detailed overview of the measured properties is given in Table 6.
Table 6: Measured properties in the LS grid
Variable
U
I
P
Q
cos ϕ
f
THDV
THDA

Hysteresis
1V
1A
1000W
1000Var
0,1
0,1Hz
1%
1%

Number of measurements/calculations
3
9
9
9
9
3
3
9

Measurement interval
30s
30s
30s
30s
30s
30s
30s
30s

2.1.3. Software

End to end smartification utilizes the aforementioned measuring equipment to gather information
about the electricity grid. This information is then sent to the DSO through a chain of IT and OT
components with a frequency of once every 30 seconds. This information is stored in two databases:
a historical database, where the data is stored for further analysis, and the DMS/SCADA system, where
recent data is stored for quick access. This system is shown in Figure 17. More detailed graphics of the
IT/OT architecture can be found in Appendix A.
Sensors

RTU

Modem
/Router

Telecom
provider

Firewall
IT

Firewall
OT

DMS /
SCADA

Historical
database

Figure 17: Schematic overview of the information flow in the end to end smartification system.
Information gathered by the sensors is sent to the RTU, and transferred by the telecom provider to the
DSO. It passes the firewalls, and is subsequently stored in the appropriate databases.
After the data is processed in the system, it is analysed using different models. This converts the raw
data into useful information about the state of the electricity grid. This is done using several tools and
models, the main three being:
 ANDES (Advanced Net Decision Support) system developed by Alliander
 PQ (Power Quality) analysis tool, written in R
 State Estimation Modelling, which will be elaborated upon in section 3.1.6
 User interfaces
Once all data from the smart grid has been gathered in the PI database, it can be displayed easily in
the Grafana User Interface that was built for the City-zen project, for easy access and analysis by the
DSO. Figure 18 shows an example of this user interface. Depending on the specific needs of the DSO,
information can be added to or subtracted from this interface.
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Figure 18: User interface for E2E in Grafana for project City-zen, meant for use by the DSO. This interface
can display data from all measurement points in the smart grid.
2.1.4. Data clearing in Amsterdam

High fidelity data of the schematic grid lay-out is a prerequisite for determining where the smart
sensoring and control equipment should be placed in the grid. When the E2E project in Amsterdam
began, the assumption was that the grid data was highly accurate. Unfortunately the grid data was not
as accurate as was presumed at the start of the project. Due to the meshed nature of the electricity
grid, meaning that there were a lot of circular connections within the grid, and due to the age of some
parts of the grid (most of the grid was installed in the ‘90s or early 2000s), the recorded lay-out of the
grid did not exactly match the physical lay-out of the grid.
In order to build a more complete picture of the actual lay-out of the electricity grid, a data clearing
process was done. This means that mechanics from the DSO were sent to take measurements in the
field, both in the grid and at the residences. The results of this data clearing process were stored in the
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database, taking another step to move from analogous to digital data saving. The set-up of the
strategy/protocol for this move can be used for other service companies with similar infrastructure in
their medium and high voltage grid.

2.2.

SET-UP OF THE VIRTUAL POWER PLANT

The VPP in Amsterdam Nieuw-West controls 50 battery systems in residential properties. The battery
systems are connected to the grid through the fuse box of the residence they are in. The residences
are connected through LV cables of the electricity grid, which in turn connect to one of the 45 MVSs in
the area. As explained in section 2.1 about E2E, six of these MVSs are iMVSs, and seven MVSs are
equipped with equipment for monitoring the LV mainlines. In total, 19 out of 50 battery systems are
connected to a monitored LV mainline, and 44 out of 50 battery systems are connected to the smart
grid through either a monitored LV mainline or an iMVS. The place of the battery systems in the grid is
shown in Figure 19.

Legend:
Medium Voltage Substation (MVS)
Intelligent MVS
MVS with LV monitoring
VPP Participant residence (battery)
MV cables
LV cables

Figure 19: Map of Amsterdam Nieuw-West, showing the grid components and the locations of the 50
VPP battery systems placed in residences.
 Timeline VPP
This chapter focuses on the technical set-up of the VPP. There were many organizational steps to take
as well, before the VPP was realized: finding the right partners through tenders, recruiting participants
in Amsterdam, placement and trouble-shooting of the equipment, and monitoring the operational
phase of the project, amongst other things. An overview of milestones of the VPP project can be found
in Table 7 below.
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Table 7: Timeline highlighting milestones in the City-zen VPP project
Date
Q2 2014
Q4 2014
Q4 2015
Q1 2016
Q3 2016
Q4 2016
Q2 2017
Q3 2017
Q4 2017
Q1 2018
Q1 2018
Q1 2019
Q2 2019

Activity
Start City-zen VPP in collaboration with Mastervolt
Joining of Greenspread as third party, announced exit of Mastervolt
Request for Amendment, official withdrawal of Mastervolt and official accession of
Greenspread to consortium
The Tender was awarded to Top Systems B.V.
Placement of the first battery system at the Molen van Sloten in Amsterdam Nieuw-West
Start recruiting participants with among other participants evenings
Attention for VPP in national media
Greenspread becomes NeoSmart
Placement of the last battery system in Amsterdam Nieuw-West
Green Digital Charter Award 2018 for VPP
Go-Live of Trading with the VPP
Full Year of Monitoring VPP
Completion Project VPP

2.2.2. Partnerships and collaborations

If we want sustainable cities in the future, many parties will have to work together to make this
happen. City-zen project partners Alliander and NeoSmart worked together to realize the VPP. The
other collaborators and contractors who contributed to the VPP project are briefly introduced below.
Several European tenders were issued to find suitable collaborators for the project (Table 8).
Table 8: European tenders issued in the context of the City-zen VPP project
Date
November 2015
January 2016
February 2016
March 2016

Activity
European procurement home battery systems with publication number 83236
First selection tender via Commerce Hub and negotiation phase with 3 of the 6
parties.
The Tender was awarded to Top Systems B.V.
Signing contract Top Systems B.V.

Energy eXchange Enablers (EXE), (partner) is a subsidiary of Alliander. EXE wants to make the
electricity markets accessible everyone and thereby reduce costs for everyone. The platform Entrnce,
developed by EXE, was used as a transaction platform to interact with the EPEXSPOT market, based
on predictions from Sympower (introduced below). The Real-time Energy eXchange product R.E.X.,
another software product developed by EXE, was used to control the battery systems.
Sympower (contracted for VPP) aggregates appliances in a pool via a cloud-based platform. The
connected appliances are powered up or down when available, for short periods of time. Sympower
unlocks additional value from existing systems and appliances, without affecting their functionality.
Within the City-zen project, Sympower makes predictions about energy supply, demand and trade.
Wageningen University & Research (collaboration for VPP) is a university that focuses on three main
subjects: nutrition and food production; living environment; health, lifestyle and living conditions. In
this project WUR focused on the social aspects of the project.
TopSystems (contracted for VPP) is a supplier of battery systems for the business market. They have
been in business for over 30 years, and provide DC energy systems and advice on how to put them to
use.
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2.2.3. Hardware: batteries and inverters

Battery systems were placed on the locations shown in Figure 19. These battery systems each consist
of two Lithium-Ion battery packs from Victron Energy, which in turn each consist of four LiFePO4
cells. The total storage capacity of one battery system equals 5.12 kWh (2x200 mAh at 12.8 V).
Figure 20 shows such a battery system installed in a residence in Amsterdam Nieuw-West.
The battery system supplies a DC output of 0-4.4 kW when discharging and takes a DC input of 0-2.2
kW when charging. A bidirectional inverter has to be placed between the battery system and the 50
Hz AC grid to connect the two. In the City-zen VPP, a single phase 5 kW inverter from Victron Energy
was used to transform the output of the battery systems. Every battery system needs an inverter, so
50 inverters were placed in 50 residences. The maximal round-trip efficiency of the batteries is 90%.
This is only reached when they are charged at maximal power and discharged at maximal power right
after. When the energy is stored in the battery system, the round-trip efficiency is lower due to selfdischarge of the battery, the stand-by energy use of the system, and the energy use of the ventilator
cooling the batteries.
The grid in the Amsterdam Nieuw-West has three phases. This is the European standard for DSO grids.
Residences can be connected to one phase of the grid, or to all three phases. The battery systems were
installed in a part of the grid where the houses are connected to all three phases. The single phase
inverters of the battery systems were connected to one of those three at random. If a residence was
already equipped with solar panels, which are usually connected to one phase, the battery system was
connected to a different phase, in accordance with the current NEN norms.

Figure 20: Battery system installed in Amsterdam. Left: Opened up battery system. The two LithiumIon cell packs are visible in the lower half, the inverter on the top. Right: Battery system in the hallway
of a participant’s residence.
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2.2.4. Software

VPPs consist of a number of interconnected units, which are dispatched through a central control
room. This means that there has to be a robust system for controlling the residence battery systems.
This software system plays an equally important role as the physical components of the VPP. The
software has to gather information about the state of the grid and the battery systems, process this
information, and subsequently signal the components of the VPP with instructions. In the City-zen VPP
the only way of influencing the energy flows is by charging or discharging the battery systems.
The system is designed to enable the DSO to manage grid-congestion in emergency situations, where
the power quality or congestion is causing problems, through automated monitoring and control of
grid loads and voltages. The system is also designed to enable trade on the EPEXSPOT energy market.
The flow of the information through the system is shown in Figure 21. More detailed graphics of the
IT/OT architecture can be found in Appendix A.

Day-ahead market

Grid
connection

Software

Supplier + BRP

Congestion
point

Demand-response
platform

Grid
connection

DSO

Figure 21: Schematic overview of the information flow between all parties involved in the VPP. The
sustainable energy supplier and (NeoSmart) gathers information from the European day-ahead energy
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market (EPEXSPOT) prognosis, and makes an energy profile for the next day based on this information
using the Sympower software, to optimize profits. The balance responsible party or BRP (ENTRNCE)
sends this profile to the demand-response platform (REX) which sends instructions to the VPP in order
to match the profile designed by the aggregator and PV as closely as possible. In the meantime, the
DSO (Liander) gathers dynamic information about the smart grid from congestions points, and
combines this with static grid information. They can then send a signal to the demand-response
platform in case of emergency, so that the VPP can respond to alleviate peak loads.
There are different charging-modes for the batteries, defined by different algorithms. The default of
the battery is the self-consumption-mode. This means that the battery system tries to minimise the
energy exchange with the grid from moment to moment. No historic or future data is used in this: if
the energy generation at a residence is greater than the demand, the battery system will charge if
possible. If the demand is greater than the supply at the residence, the battery system will discharge
if possible. The grid will only be used when the battery is either completely empty or completely full.
The self-consumption mode is the default mode for the Victron Energy battery system used, which
means that all batteries operated in this fashion when they were first installed, until instructed
otherwise by signals from the City-zen team. The control structure shown in Figure 21 does not have
to signal anything to the battery systems for this charge mode to work.
During most of the project, the majority of the batteries (37 out of 50) was operated in the “EPEXSPOT
market”-mode. In this mode, the battery system tries to maximalise financial gains for the trading
party, by reacting to energy markets. This trading party could be an individual or an aggregator. A
further explanation of the business models involved can be found in section 5.1. The control structure
shown in Figure 21 has to be fully functional for this charge mode to work. In this mode, the batteries
power could only be controlled in discrete steps: the options for (dis)charging are 2, 1, 0, -1, -2 or 4kW. Anything in between was not possible in this protocol. This has been adjusted during the project,
so that the systems could (dis)charge at 20 discrete levels.
When there are high peak loads in the electricity net (or when a test is run to simulate this situation)
the batteries go into emergency mode. This means that the DSO overrules any previous decisions made
by other parties, and uses the batteries for grid stabilization. This usually means that all batteries start
charging (when there is too much energy supply on the grid) or discharging (when there is not enough
energy supplied by the grid). The bottom part of the control structure shown in Figure 21, including
the demand-response platform and the DSO, was made for this charge mode function.
 User interfaces
Several user interfaces have been utilized within the VPP project to give insight into the charging
regimes of the battery systems to the DSO, the energy supplier, and the customer. Figure 22, Figure
23 and Figure 24 show the different user interfaces that were presented to the stakeholders.
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Figure 22: Victron UI for consumers. This interface was visible to residents, the supplier and the DSO.
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Figure 23: Victron energy UI for the batteries, for professional customers.

Figure 24: User interface from demand-response platform REX, showing the objective profile for the
day (orange) and the actual profile achieved (green).

2.3.

SET-UP OF THE VEHICLE TO GRID SYSTEMS

In order to measure the effects of V2G technology in the smart grid, bidirectional charging was
introduced to four locations in Amsterdam. Two of those locations were public locations in the Nieuw
Sloten area, where bidirectional charging stations were placed in the public space, next to parking
spots in a residential area. One of those public charge points was meant for a specific resident, the
other was allocated to a car used in a local car-sharing service called Buurauto. The public locations
are indicated by green circles on the map in Figure 25. This map also shows two red circles. These
indicated the locations of the commercial bidirectional charging stations, which were placed on the
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grounds of two commercial parties: one at the office of PWC and the other at Sportpark de Eendracht,
a moderately sized sports facility.

Figure 25: Map of Amsterdam Nieuw-West, showing the locations of the four charging stations. Shown
in green are the two public charging stations, located in the Schaarbeekstraat in the Nieuw Sloten area.
In red we have the commercial charging stations at Sportpark de Eendracht (top) and the PWC office
(bottom).
Which locations were chosen for the charging stations depended on several variables. They had to be
easily accessible for users, meaning close to the residences of the users for the public charge stations,
and close to the parking facilities at the PWC office and at Sportpark de Eendracht.
In the public locations, an evaluation was done with respect to the obstruction of the view of
neighbouring houses and enough room for emergency services. The potential public locations were
also checked for presence of an iMVS and/or monitored LV mainline.
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At Sportpark de Eendracht, a specific grid request combined with the presence of suitable V2G cars led
to participation of the site. Because the specific request involved power quality issues with respect to
the usage of field lighting, the V2G charger had to be installed at the same part of the customer’s grid
where the quality issues occurred. With the help of the customer’s facility manager, this was
successfully done.
For all locations, a Wi-Fi or 4G connection had to be possible in order to operate the charging stations.
This was only a problem at the PWC office, where extra routers had to be installed to transfer the signal
into the parking garage.
 Timeline V2G
This chapter focuses on the technical set-up of the V2G system. There were many organizational steps
to take as well, before the V2G was fully operational: finding the right partners through tenders,
recruiting participants in Amsterdam, placement and trouble-shooting of the equipment, and
monitoring the operational phase of the project, amongst other things. An overview of milestones of
the V2G project can be found in Table 9 below.
Table 9: Timeline highlighting milestones in the City-zen VPP project
Date
Q4 2014
2015
2016 - Q2 2017

Activity
Start of the V2G project
Definition of the necessary hardware ready
Request for Information: open investigation to the market to supply the project
team with possible options with respect to hardware and software
2017
New strategy to obtain chargers: Best value procurement to find a consortium
of Manufacturer, CPO and Aggregator to fulfil the needs of the project
Q3 2017
EV Drivers contracted for the first 4 chargers
Q3 2017
Contract signed with NewMotion consortium, with 4 chargers and an option on
5 extra ones, to be installed Q3 2017
November 2017 first charger installed
January 2018
3 month amendment requested due to delay in charger delivery and install
February 2018
Remaining 3 chargers installed, official start of testing
Q1 2019
Full year of monitoring reached
Q1 2019
Final report on V2G
2.3.2. Partnerships and collaborations

If we want sustainable cities in the future, many parties will have to work together to make this
happen. The partners and collaborators who contributed to the V2G project are briefly introduced
below. A European tender was issued to find suitable collaborators for the project (Table 10). All
conversations pertaining to this tender were held in English, to create a level playing field. An
unexpected side-effect of this was that it provided a very slight advantage to any native English parties
participating in the tender.
With respect to the communication from the aggregator to the charge point operator, we tendered
for usage of the OCPP 1.6j protocol. During the project, this protocol turned out to be unavailable for
the project because of proprietary discussions at the part of MagnumCap. As a workaround the
aggregator programmed adjustments in OCPP1.5, which enabled the project to send the required
requests to the charger. This extra programming caused a delay in the start of the test period of in
total 8 weeks. The functionality of the workaround is similar to what OCPP1.6 with V2G compatibility
would have given. The difference is the way the back office of the CPO communicates to the charger:
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In OCPP1.6, charging profiles could have been send in one command (with adjustments being send as
a full profile when needed). In the adjusted OCPP1.5 protocol that was used in the City-zen project,
the CPO sent out separate commands for every change in power that appears in the profile. Therefore,
much more communication between charger and CPO was needed under this protocol. Because this
was only relevant for the communication between charger and CPO, there were no consequences for
the other communication within the IT architecture (for instance the communication between the
aggregator and Alliander).
Table 10: European tenders issued in the context of the City-zen V2G project
Date
July-August 2016
January-March 2017
June-August 2017

Activity
Market consultation for batteries and bidirectional charging stations,
leading to a list of requirements for Best Value Procurement
Public European tender through the Commerce-hub platform, resulting in
several offers
Tender awarded to the NewMotion consortium

NewMotion (contracted for V2G) designs, builds, and supports award-winning smart charge services
including charge points, a mobile app and charge card, allowing access to tens of thousands of charge
points across Europe. During this project they were the charge point operator.
Enervalis (contracted by NewMotion for V2G) provides a complete EV toolset to deliver future-proof
and highly scalable smart charging solutions. Through state-of-the-art self-learning algorithms, the
patented Smartpower Suite® platform predicts the needed energy and departure time of the EV-driver
based on historical charging patterns while taking into account the local grid constraints. During this
project Enervalis was the aggregator.
MagnumCap (contracted for V2G) is a company focused on developing electronic equipment for
energy management, controlling and distribution, its current main focus being the manufacturing of
EV charging systems.
Mitsubishi and Nissan (collaboration in kind for V2G) are car suppliers that have experience with

electrical vehicles capable of performing V2G charging. They gave advice during the project.
PWC and “Sportpark de Eendracht” (collaboration in kind for V2G) are business locations with parking
spaces. A charging station was installed at both of these businesses in Amsterdam Nieuw-West. PWC
plans on electrification of their entire fleet of cars by 2030.
Hogeschool van Amsterdam (contracted for V2G) is a university of applied sciences that focuses on
four main subjects: Amsterdam Creative Industries, Urban Management, Urban Technology and Urban
Vitality. In this project a HvA team focuses on the social aspects of the project.
Municipality of Amsterdam (collaboration for VPP and V2G) took care of the permits and
communication with the residents.
2.3.3. Hardware: charging stations and electric vehicles

V2G is an option with alternating current and direct current. The battery of an electric car operates on
DC, so there has to be an inverter. This inverter could be present in the charging station (DC-V2G) or
in the car (AC-V2G). This makes AC-V2G chargers cheaper than DC-V2G chargers. Nevertheless, DCV2G chargers were chosen to use in this project. The reason for this is the practical feasibility. A number
of commercially available electric cars are suitable and available in the Netherlands from the Nissan
and Mitsubishi brands for a DC-V2G charging technology. This makes this technology more testable
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than the available AC-V2G charging technology, which is cheaper in terms of charging infrastructure,
but for which no suitable cars existed at the time of the start of the project. The first commercially
available AC-V2G car from Renault will be available in March 2019.
All four charging stations placed in Amsterdam Nieuw-West are produced by MagnumCap (see Figure
26, left). The V2G charging stations are easily distinguished from regular EV charge points, because
they are significantly larger and clearly marked with City-zen decals. They are 3-phase 10kW charging
stations, capable of charging and discharging ChaDeMo vehicles, and equipped with additional VDEARN 4015 compliant controller hardware. It is expected that the future Dutch norm for V2G charge
points will adopt this German standard. The charging stations are connected to three phases,
distributing the power evenly over each phase. At the public locations, an additional slow starter was
installed in the charging stations to prevent fuse blow out (see Figure 26, right).

Figure 26: V2G customer plugging their car into the bidirectional City-zen charging station at a public
location in the Nieuw Sloten area of Amsterdam (left). The inside of a V2G charging station with a slow
starter installed.
At the public locations, an extra measurement point was added for measuring the influence of the
charging station on the LV grid, as shown in Figure 27. At the commercial locations, extra hardware
was added for additional measurements: an energy gateway was connected to the smart meter and
the inverter of the building’s solar panels, so that the charging profile of the car can be adjusted to the
supply and demand of energy in the building. The data from this meter flows directly to the aggregator
Enervalis. The specifications of the measurement equipment are:
 Janitza UMG605 meters
 Gridvis software package
Because this specialized measurement equipment was installed, the measurements from the Wago
system as described in section 2.1.2 were not used in the context of the V2G project. Finally, extra WiFi points were installed in the parking garage at the PWC office in order to control the chargers.
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Figure 27: Technician showing the LV monitoring technology in an MVS in the Ella Fizgeraldstraat in
Amsterdam Nieuw-West
Four different types of cars were charged at the charging stations: the Nissan Leaf, the Nissan E-NV200
van, and the Mitsubishi Outlander. In total, 5 cars used the charging stations, and all of them only
docked at one specific station. Table 11 shows which cars docked at which charging station.
Table 11: Amount and type of car docking at each charging station

Charging station
PWC parking (commercial)
Sportpark de Eendracht (commercial)
Schaarbeekstraat nr. 1554868 (public, private car)
Schaarbeekstraat nr. 1554843 (public, shared car)

# and type of car(s)
1x Mitsubishi Outlander
2x Nissan E-NV200 Van
1x Mitsubishi Outlander
1x Nissan Leaf

2.3.4. Software

The V2G and V2B systems consist of a bidirectional charging point, connected directly to the public low
voltage electricity grid (V2G) or to the internal electricity grid of a building (V2B). Since the
bidirectional charging stations can both charge and discharge the car battery, there has to be a system
in place deciding when to charge and when to discharge. This software system plays an equally
important role as the physical charging points themselves. The software has to gather information
about the state of charge of the car battery, the needs of the car user(s), the USEF flex market, the
energy demand of the building (V2B) and/or the state of the grid (V2G). Software from Alliander also
makes predictions about the expected load on its grid components. Software from Enervalis predicts
the expected yield of solar energy from the building’s solar panels as well as the expected energy
demand from the building. All of this information is subsequently processed, and signals are sent to
the charging points with instructions to charge or discharge. The flow of information through the
system is shown in Figure 28 for the V2G system, and in Figure 29 for the V2B system
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Figure 28: System architecture for V2G charging stations. The aggregator (Enervalis) sends information
to the charge point operator or CPO (NewMotion), who instructs the charging point to exchange energy
with the car or the LV grid. The CPO also reports back to the DSO (Alliander), and sends information to
the user through a mobile phone app and the charging station user interface.

Figure 29: System architecture for V2B charging stations. The aggregator (Enervalis) gathers
information from the building and sends information to the charge point operator or CPO (NewMotion),
who instructs the charging point to exchange energy with the car or the building. The CPO also reports
back to the DSO (Alliander), and sends information to the user through a mobile phone app and the
charging station user interface.
There are four different charging modes for the charging stations: charge directly, peak shaving, selfconsumption and USEF flex.
Charge directly charging mode
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In charge directly mode the charging station behaves like a simple one-directional charging station.
They start charging when the car is connected to the charge point, and they stop when the car battery
is full. This is the only form of charging used in this project that is not considered smart charging.
Peak shaving charging mode

In peak shaving mode, a smart charging profile based on the average MVS transformer loads is
followed. As shown in Figure 30 this load is low in the mornings, and high in the evenings. A simple
profile was constructed based on this information, as shown in Figure 31. Cars charge in the night and
early morning, when the car owner is asleep. They discharge in the late afternoon and evening, when
there is typically a peak in grid load in residential areas.

Figure 30: Mean transformer load per hour (averaged over all 7 days of one week). The top two lines
show the load on a typical transformer in an MVS, and the bottom line shows the average load on the
LV level close to the charge station.

Figure 31: Profile for the peak shaving charge mode. The car charges at 25-50% of its full power in the
night and early morning, and discharges at 25-100% of its full power in the late afternoon and evening.
Self-consumption charging mode

In self-consumption mode the system optimizes the use of energy produced in the building or grid, by
charging the car when the solar panels (are predicted to) supply more energy than is used, and
discharging the car when the building (is predicted to) demands more energy than the solar panels
supply. Predictions about the energy consumption and solar energy yield from Enervalis are used to
optimize for the least amount of energy to be transported through the grid.
USEF flex charging mode

The last and most advanced charging mode is the USEF flex mode. (USEF, 2018) The USEF model is
introduced shortly in section 1.3.3. In this mode the aggregator Enervalis uses the V2G system to trade
on the flexibility market based on the USEF framework. Every day, a prognosis is made for the next day
of the load on the grid, and the load peaks are identified. If there are congestion problems, aggregators
can offer to solve these problems by down-regulating their demand or by up-regulating their supply of
energy. The DSO supplies a monetary reward to the aggregator for this flex service. In the City-zen
project, all USEF requests and offers were automatically approved and no actual reward was being
paid for it. For more information we advise to visit the USEF website or read the position paper on
electrical mobility. (van der Laan, 2015)
A schematic overview of the information flow in the USEF flex mode is shown in Figure 32. Aggregators
predict the amount of flex they can offer on the next day in a D-prognosis. The DSO makes its own
prediction of the grid loads for the next day (shown in blue in Figure 33), then tries to solve any
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congestion using the D-prognoses from one or more aggregators. If the aggregator accepts the DSO’s
offer, the DSO remunerates the aggregator for offering this flex capacity. On the day itself, the
actualisation might deviate from the predictions. The aggregator is issued a fine if they do not provide
as much flex as promised.
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Figure 32: Schematic overview of the information flow in the USEF flex system. The DSO (blue) offers a
premium to the aggregator (green) for offering flex. Data is collected and processed (red) to determine
how much flex has been offered and used.
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Congestion is
solved by utilising
flex capacity.

Congestion could not be
solved completely by
utilising flex capacity.

Figure 33: Example of the USEF interface, showing the predicted load on one day. Red shows
congestion, and green shows congestion that is expected, but that will be solved by an aggregator
providing flex.
 User interfaces
Several user interfaces have been utilized within the V2G project to give insight into the charging
regimes of the car batteries to the DSO, the aggregator, and the customer. Figure 34, Figure 35 and
Figure 36 show the different user interfaces that were presented to the stakeholders.

Figure 34: User interface for USEF flex trade for the DSO. Blue shows the predicted grid load, red shows
predicted congestion, and green shows where this predicted congestion is prevented by flex trade.
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Figure 35: User interface on the MagnumCap V2G charging station, consisting of a screen and an
emergency stop button.
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Figure 36: User interface for V2G: a mobile phone app from NewMotion for V2G consumers, where they
can indicate and see their departure time and information about their charge session.
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CHAPTER 3 – Technical monitoring

In 1.3.1-1.3.3 the three smart grid technologies and their possible use cases are introduced. In this
chapter the standards that the smart grid, the VPP, and the V2G system will have to meet to make
these use cases possible are explored. This answers the deliverables of WP7. The results of the
measurements are given as well as the challenges that were faced and the lessons learned from them.

3.1.

END TO END SMARTIFICATION OF THE LOW VOLTAGE GRID IN AMSTERDAM WEST

This section describes the baseline status of City-zen End-2-End smart grid in Amsterdam Nieuw West.
Legend:
Medium Voltage Substation (MVS)
Intelligent MVS
MVS with LV monitoring
VPP Participant residence (battery)
MV cables
LV cables

Figure 37 shows the area were measurements took place. The measurements are performed at three
levels in the grid; at the Substation level, Medium Voltage stations and at the Low Voltages mainlines.
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Legend:
Medium Voltage Substation (MVS)
Intelligent MVS
MVS with LV monitoring
VPP Participant residence (battery)
MV cables
LV cables

Figure 37: Measurement area in Amsterdam Nieuw-West
 Hypothesis
The grid in the monitored areas of Amsterdam is relatively new, and not many problems are generally
encountered in the area by the DSO. Therefore it was hypothesized that the loads, currents and
voltages on the grid are well within the boundaries set by the DSO, and that the power quality is good.
Standards for these qualities are set by DSO regulations, and all monitoring and tests were done
according to those standards.
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Figure 38: Current and voltage patterns at different levels in the grid
An overview of the current and voltage on each voltage level is shown in Figure 38. The results show a
typical residential energy consumption profile on each voltage level. As can be seen, patterns are very
similar at different voltage levels, indicating that the residential connections are prevalent in this area.
Further results on the three different voltage levels will be described below.
3.1.2. Substation level

The load duration curve as shown in Figure 39 shows the capacity utilization of the MV cables
originating at the substation. It can be seen that the full capacity of 350 A is never utilized. Furthermore
is 80% of the time, less than 60% of the capacity used.
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Figure 39: Load duration curve of the MV cables
The voltage distribution curve as shown in Figure 40 shows the frequency at which different voltages
occur on the 10 kV bus bar at the 150/10 kV substation. So most of the time the voltage is 10.65 kV.
The maximum voltage is set at 10.75 kV but there is no active voltage regulation. The limits for variation
in the voltage is set at ±7% at the MV level (these limits are set by the responsible DSO) so the lowest
voltage could be 10 kV. It can be seen that the voltage stays well within these limits at all times. The
skewed shape of the distribution corresponds to the load duration curve, which indicates a steady base
load, with occasionally higher loads that drive down the voltage.

Figure 40: Voltage distribution curve
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3.1.3. Medium Voltage cables

Measurements on MV cables

T689

T919

Legend:
Medium Voltage Substation (MVS)
Intelligent MVS

MVS with LV monitoring
VPP Participant residence (battery)
MV cables

23

LV cables

Figure 38: Measurement area in Amsterdam Nieuw-West, MS cables
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Figure 41 show the current and voltage profiles from an MV mainline, measured at an intelligent
substation. The graphs show the average values with the thick black line and the spread per 5 minutes
from measurements taken throughout 2017. The profiles look very similar to the profile measured at
the 150/10 kV substation. Differences can be seen due to the contribution of PV around noon which is
less visible in the load profile. This can be explained by the fact that there are relatively few PV
installations in this MV mainline. Furthermore show the measurements more variability in current and
voltage than the measurements at the 150/10 kV substation do.
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Figure 41: Current and Voltage profiles from an MV mainline
In Figure 42 the daily averages of current and voltage throughout 2017 is made visible. Because the
current and voltage profiles show energy characteristics very similar to the measurements at the
150/10 kV substation it can be concluded that the load on this MV line is representative for the load
in the entire MV smart grid.
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Figure 42: Daily averages of current and voltage throughout the year 2017
The load duration curve (Figure 43) shows the capacity utilization of the MV cables originating at the
MVS. The capacity is limited to 250A so full capacity is never utilized at both MV cables. The voltage
distribution curve shows the frequency at which different voltages occur on the 10 kV bus bar of the
ring main unit. The limits for variation in the voltage is set at ±7% at the MV level (limits set by the
responsible DSO). The voltage stays well within these limits at all times because the variation is limited
to ±2%. It can be seen that the voltage is lower at T687 than at T919 this is due to the larger distance
between the feed-in point at the 150/10 kV substation and the MVS.

Figure 43: Load duration and voltage distribution curves of two medium voltage stations
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3.1.4. Low Voltage mainline

Figure 1: Measurement area in Amsterdam Nieuw-West, LS mainlines
Figure 44 shows the current and voltage profiles from a LV mainline, measured at the substation. The
graphs show the average values per phase and the spread over all phases, per 5 minutes, from
measurements taken throughout 2017. There are no battery systems connected to this mainline. Again
the profiles looks very similar to the profile measured at the 150/10 kV substation or on the MV
mainlines, only the variability in both current and voltage are bigger.

Figure 44: Current and Voltage profile at LV mainline
The daily averages of LV current and voltage throughout 2017 are shown in Figure 45. It is visible that
the load is not evenly spread over each phase. Despite Current phase unbalances, the Voltage
unbalance stays under 1%. No power quality issues are to be expected in the near future in this area.
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Figure 45 Daily average of LV current and voltage
3.1.5. Conclusions from the E2E monitoring phase

Baseline measurements were done, using the E2E smart grid technology. The measurements show a
typical residential energy consumption profile on each voltage level. Patterns are very similar at each
location in the grid, indicating that the residential connections are prevalent in this MV grid.
The measurements indicate that the grid is very stable in terms of capacity and power quality:
 Maximum load of the grid is rarely approached (Loads stay below 90% of the maximum grid
capacity, more than 99.9% of the time);
 Voltage variation stays safely within the limits set by the relevant DSO;
 No power quality issues are to be expected in the near future;
 Given that the grid is relatively new (most assets have been installed in the 1990s), few issues
were to be expected;
 The effects of experiments with the VPP in the future will be clearly perceptible measurements
on LV mainlines;
 The Total Harmonic distortion is well within the limits of what is considered stable;
 The frequency variance is very small.
3.1.6. State estimation modelling

State estimation modelling was developed in the context of the City-zen project. Data gathered by E2E
was used to verify the predictions made using the state estimation model. It was shown that identical
customer load scenarios produce vastly differently results if the MV network is taken into account
when one searches for LV voltage problems. While the absolute number of voltage problems was in
the same order of magnitude, the location of these problems overlapped only 20%. The lack of overlap
has a severe implication, namely that searching for congestion by only simulating LV networks yields
the wrong voltage problems. This conclusion calls for network design using integral MV/LV simulations.
Figure 46 shows a graph of the feeders of one MVS. The grid features indicate the current and voltage
as estimated by our model. This was done taking the following steps:
 The load on the substation (where it was measured) was used to calculate the average load of
the households it feeds;
 The exact load of the households with a VPP battery system, which is measured by the
equipment of the battery system, was used as an input;
 Using state estimation, the voltage and current at every point in the grid was calculated;
 The voltage was checked with the voltage at the households with VPP battery systems, which
was measured by the equipment of the battery system, and the current at monitored
mainlines.
This estimation calculates the voltage and current at several points in the grid with a higher accuracy
than traditional models, while using less input data. At some points the state estimation results deviate
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from the measured results. Here it seems that the E2E measurements gathered at the MVS more
closely reflect the status of the MV grid than that of the LV grid. The relative simplicity of the state
estimation model, combined with the accuracy of its results, mean that this approach can be of great
value to DSOs, especially in the context of smart grids.

MVS

Figure 46: Average network current (width of the grey cables) and voltages at the dwellings (colour of
the circles, red for lower voltage, yellow for higher voltage) for MVS 3002608.

3.2.

VIRTUAL POWER PLANT IN ACTION IN AMSTERDAM WEST

This section shares the results from monitoring the VPP. First the power quality on the grid and the
functioning of the batteries will be discussed. Then the viability of all three use cases as discussed in
section 1.3.2 will be assessed by looking at the results of different experiments done with the VPP
during the monitoring phase. Here we will explore the standards that the VPP will have to meet to
make these three use cases possible, and explain what experiments were done to test if these
standards have been met. We will then discuss the results of those experiments, and draw some
conclusions.
 Relevant measurement points
Most of the figures in this section show results measured behind congestion point 1551022. A total of
66 residences lies behind this point. All three batteries behind this point are on the same phase of the
feeder (phase A). The other two phases (phases B and C) provide a reference point: they have same
grid situation, but without batteries. The expectation was that an increase in the phase imbalance
would be noticeable on phase A when the batteries are active, due to more variability and higher peak
loads. The three battery systems behind this congestion point, systems nr. 23, 38 and 47, will often be
used as examples.
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Figure 47: Schematic overview of congestion point 1551022.
3.2.2. Power quality

Placing one or more home batteries on an LV cable can cause power quality issues. An attempt was
made to detect influences on the voltage asymmetry, the voltage variance, the total harmonic
distortion of the current (THDA) and the total harmonic distortion of the voltage (THDA). Since in the
City-zen project a relatively small percentage of residences is equipped with battery systems, and the
grid in this region is quite stable, the few batteries installed in our experiments did not have a
significant influence on the power quality in the mainline of the LV grid.
 Phase asymmetries
Figure 48 shows the changes between the phases between 2017, before the batteries were connected,
and 2018, after three battery systems were connected to phase A. As compared to the previous year,
a noticeable increase in phase imbalance has occurred (<0.7 % at all times as opposed to <0.5 % at all
times). However, this appears to be due to a decrease in load on phase C, and not due to the effects
of the batteries on phase A. The mean current on phase A has not really changed, and the variability,
as indicated by the standard deviation, has only increased slightly (from 11.74 to 12.83).

2017

2017
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2018

2018

Figure 48: Phase imbalance in voltage (left) and current (right) on cable 1551022, where three batteries
are connected to phase A and no batteries are connected to phase B and C. Above the results from
2017, before the batteries were turned on, are shown. Below the results from 2018, when the batteries
were turned on, are shown.
 Total harmonic distortion
Figure 49 shows the total harmonic distortion in both the voltage and the current in 2017 and 2018,
before and after the battery systems were turned on. The THD has increased slightly between 2017
and 2018. This effect can be seen on every phase, and is therefore likely to be an effect of increasing
power electronics (inverters, LEDs, etc.) rather than just of the batteries.

2017

2018

I

U

Figure 49: Changes between 2017 (before battery systems were added) and 2018 (after battery systems
were added) in the total harmonic distortion on the voltage (U) and current (I) on the LV mainline of
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congestion point 1551022. The boxplots show the median (line in the middle) and mean (dashed line in
the middle), the 50% interval (in the shaded box), one standard deviation from the mean (within the
dashed diamond), the upper and lower fence (top and bottom lines) and the outliers (dots).
 Conclusions
We can conclude that no major power quality issues occurred due to VPP activity in this project. This
is shown in the previous figures with data from one congestions points, but these findings can be
corroborated by looking at other congestion points. In this experiment however, a relatively small
percentage of all residences is equipped with batteries. Behind congestion point 1551022 for example
only 3 out of 66 residences, less than 5%, have battery systems. Whether these findings can be
extrapolated to a situation with a higher ratio is uncertain, and worthy of further investigation.
3.2.3. Battery performance

The performance of the batteries was tested on multiple aspects. The control of the battery and its
responsiveness was tested, the (dis)charging power and capacity was measured, the maximal battery
efficiency was determined, and the information sent by the battery about its SoC was checked.
 Battery control
The majority of the battery systems responded in a consistent and orderly fashion to the instructions
given. Control of the VPP through the system designed for City-zen was possible and in most cases the
battery systems charged and discharged as instructed during the energy trading mode. Out of the 50
battery systems, 13 stayed in self-consumption-mode during the full length of the project. This was
due to connectivity problems, contractual issues, or City-zen participants moving house. The security
settings on the batteries sometimes prevent them from being controlled. The batteries are equipped
with a firewall, to prevent them from being instructed by untrusted parties. Sometimes, this also
prevents trusted parties from contacting the batteries. Around 5% of the orders sent to the batteries
are not executed.
 Responsiveness
To make efficient use of the VPP, the response time of the battery systems has to be relatively small.
Peaks on the grid can occur in a matter of seconds. For example, when the clouds split and the sun
suddenly starts shining, the solar power load can peak quite suddenly. And in the energy market, where
the prices can change every 15 minutes, a tardy response of the battery system can decrease profits.
The response time of the VPP to signals should therefore ideally be in the order of minutes.
This was tested by sending an emergency signal to the VPP and measuring the delay between the time
the order was sent and the time the VPP was observed to change its charging behaviour. The
emergency signal instructs the battery system to either charge or discharge at full power.
Representative results of this experiment are shown in Figure 50. In all experiments the battery
systems responded to the emergency signal within a minute, and reached maximum (dis)charging
power after less than 3 minutes.
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Figure 50: Response of one battery system to three emergency signals; two to charge at maximum
power (left) and one to discharge at maximum power (right). Emergency signals were sent to all
batteries on cable 1529510 in this experiment.
 Power and capacity
The battery systems consist of two battery packs, rated at 2,2 kW charging power and at 4,4 kW
discharging power. The maximum capacity is 5,12 kWh, and the minimal SoC is 0 kWh. The
(dis)charging power is influenced by the SoC. Batteries can charge at full power until their SoC reaches
95%, after which they can continue charging with no more than 500 W, as shown in Figure 51. They
can discharge at full power until their SoC reaches 30%, after which they discharge at 500 W until they
reach a SoC of 20%, as shown in Figure 52. Discharging then stops completely, which means that the
batteries have an effective capacity of 4,1 kWh. This decreased (dis)charging at low and high SoC
respectively is a technical measure, implemented to ensure the lifetime of the batteries.

Figure 51: The charging power is influenced by the SoC. Once the SoC reaches 95% (circled), the
charging power cannot exceed 500 W.
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Figure 52: The discharging power is influenced by the SoC. Once the SoC reaches 30% (left circle),
discharge power goes to 500 W. Once the SoC reaches 20% (right circle) discharging stops completely.
Battery efficiency in different charging modes

The round-trip efficiency of the energy through the batteries is an important parameter in determining
whether or not the VPP can fulfil its desired functions. Some energy is lost when charging and
discharging the battery. This is usually between 15 and 27% of the total energy, depending on the
(dis)charging power and the state of charge of the battery system: the higher the (dis)charging power,
the greater the efficiency, as shown in Figure 53.

Figure 53: Discharging efficiency of the batteries increases with charging power. The x-axis shows the
power in kW at which the battery system is discharging. The y-axis shows the energy efficiency of
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discharging the battery system. The maximum efficiency is 90% and is reached at the maximum
charging power of 5kW.
The more often the battery systems are charged and discharged, the more energy will be lost in total.
Table 12 shows the variation between average charging efficiencies between different months and
different charging modes. In trading mode, the efficiency is higher, because the (dis)charging takes
place at maximum power most of the time. More energy is lost in total however, because of the
frequent charging and discharging that takes place in this mode.
Table 12: Energy losses due to charging and discharging of two batteries.
Year: 2017
Month
May
June
July
August
September
Average

Battery nr. 11 (self-consumption)
Loss [kWh]
Efficiency
40,97
75%
37,56
75%
37,26
73%
30,81
75%
32,59
77%
35,84
75%

Battery nr. 40 (trading)
Loss [kWh]
Efficiency
50,63
85%
45,61
81%
86,64
76%
82,63
77%
88,40
76%
70,78
79%

The total efficiency of the battery systems was influenced by many different factors. The selfconsumption algorithm that the supplier of the battery systems (Victron) installed as a default does
not always function as expected. The main problem was that in periods when energy was abundant,
the batteries discharged slightly due to spontaneous discharge, until their SoC reached 90%. The
batteries then started charging again, only to discharge again after their SoC reached 100%. This
produced a saw-tooth pattern in the SoC, and results in a round-trip efficiency of 0% because all energy
that is charged is lost. The charging pattern of a battery system showing this behaviour is pictured in
Figure 54.

Figure 54: Load pattern of a battery system in self-consumption mode that only charges to compensate
for its spontaneous discharge. During solar peaks (green) the battery charges. It never discharges, even
though the household usage is significant.
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 State of Charge information
The data about the state of charge of battery systems is not measured directly, but is a derivative of
several other parameters. This means that deviations from the physical SoC can occur when the battery
system reports its own SoC. When the batteries get charged to 100%, their SoC gets a new benchmark
after which the data is reliable for a while. If batteries don’t get charged to 100% often enough, the
SoC data deviates as shown in Figure 55. Especially at low SoCs, these deviations can add up to as much
as 20kW for the VPP system as a whole. Additionally, there are unexpected peaks in the SoC deviation
at 37%, 51% and 75% charge. These peaks are as of yet unexplained.
The supplier of the batteries indicated that the SoC data issues could be solved by charging the battery
to 100% more often, and by letting them charge for a while longer even after the SoC reaches 100%.
This would benefit the SoC reliability. They also mention that the rapid switches between charging and
discharging has a negative influence on the SoC reliability, and can cause differences in SoC between
the separate cells of the battery. The (dis)charge algorithm was adapted during the monitoring phase
based on these findings.

Figure 55: Average deviations (in Watt) of the reported state of charge from the actual state of charge
of the battery systems, shown as a function of their state of charge as a percentage of the maximum.
When the SoC is low (left) it is reported to be far higher. Because the SoC is benchmarked every time it
hits 100%, there is less deviation when the SoC is high (right).
 Conclusions
The battery systems responded to the instructions given in a timely manner in most cases, following
the profiles as instructed. This means that all other experiments using the battery systems could be
conducted successfully, proving the City-zen VPP project an excellent case study for VPPs in urban
areas.
Everything combined, the aforementioned issues led to an average of 10% of the battery to not
function properly. These are not always the same battery systems, so the chances of this being simply
a hardware issue are small.
3.2.4. Trading on energy markets

The first use case we discuss is trading on the EPEXSPOT energy market, the European day-ahead
market for energy trade. When trading on the energy markets, there are three possibilities: the
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systems predicts a profit from supplying energy to the grid, the system predicts a profit from
demanding energy from the grid, or the system predicts no profit either way due to charging losses.
What this means in practice is that, contrary to the battery systems in self-consumption mode, the
batteries in trading mode will use the full battery capacity for economic optimization; when a profit
can be made by charging a little, then a bigger profit can be made by charging a lot.
Figure 56 shows the VPP successfully fulfilling a desired load profile. There are small deviations from
the desired profile, but overall the VPP follows the profile as instructed.

Figure 56: The VPP follows a load profile for trading on the energy market. Green shows the energy
(dis)charged to/from the batteries, and blue shows the desired profile. The orange line shows the total
energy stored in the VPP.
The desired profile cannot always be followed by the VPP, as shown in Figure 57. There are two main
reasons for this. The first is that the state of charge of the battery systems is often at its minimal or
maximal value, or too close to this value to (dis)charge at full power. As discussed in section 3.2.3, the
fact that the battery system is full (or empty) is not always known, due to the batteries sometimes selfreporting an inaccurate SoC. At those moments, the battery systems can unsuspectedly only act in one
direction. The second reason that the desired profile could not always be followed by the VPP is that
the predictions of energy demand and supply, which are made the day before, do not have a high
enough accuracy. The profiles are based on these predictions.

Figure 57: The VPP follows a load profile for trading on the energy market. Large deviations between
the desired profile (blue) and the followed profile (green) can be seen.
 Conclusions
The VPP successfully followed pre-determined trade profiles by charging and discharging the battery
systems at the appropriate moments in time. In doing this, all battery systems acted as one big energy
storage facility, thus acting as a true VPP. Sometimes small deviations from the desired profile
occurred, mainly due to an imperfect self-report about the battery systems’ SoC and inaccurate
predictions of the energy supply and demand.
3.2.5. Local consumption of locally generated sustainable energy

The second use case we discuss is the local consumption of locally generated energy. To achieve this
goal, the self-consumption mode of the battery systems was used. Figure 58 shows the energy profile
of a household with a battery system in self-consumption mode. This graphs shows that the selfconsumption mode is functioning properly: the battery charges when there is a surplus of solar power,
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and it discharges when there is a power demand. This means that more energy can be consumed
locally using the battery system.

Figure 58: Loads through the smart meter of a battery system operating in self-consumption mode. In
the morning, the battery is empty so the grid is used for energy demand (leftmost peak). Then the solar
panels start supplying energy, and the battery charges (middle of graph). During the evening demand
peak, the battery discharges. At some point the battery is empty and the grid load peaks again
(rightmost peaks).
What we can also see in Figure 58 is that the battery system never gets to fulfil its full potential. This
is because the majority of these tests took place during the winter months, when the number of hours
of sunshine in the Netherlands is very limited. We can however conclude that for a household in the
Netherlands with up to 3kWp of solar PV on their roof, a battery system with a maximum capacity of
5.12 kWh and a maximum charging power of 2.2 kW is more than sufficient during the winter months,
here meaning September until February.
 Consumption and production are on different phases
The self-consumption algorithm matches power between the solar panels, the household energy
demand, and the battery, as if all three are transported through the same cable. More often than not,
this is not the case. There are good reasons for this. When installing the grid connection for the solar
panels or the battery system, the technician will connect them to a phase where there is enough
capacity available. This means that the new, high power equipment is in most cases connected to a
different phase than the household demand. This often results in the situation shown in Figure 59,
where batteries, solar panels, and household consumption are all connected to a different phase.
This means that when the solar panels are at their peak, placing a large load on phase B, the battery
will charge, placing an equal but opposite load on phase A. This increases the peak loads on the grid
cables and the amount of energy exchanged between household and grid, instead of reducing them
as intended.
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Phase A - Battery

Phase B – PV solar

Phase C - Consumption

Figure 59: This schematic overview (top) and graph (bottom) show an example of a residence where
supply (from PV solar), household demand and storage (from a City-zen battery system) are all
connected to another one of the three phases, thus preventing self-consumption of energy. The colours
of the lines in the graph match the colours of the cables in the picture.
 Measurement issues
In Figure 58 the PV energy supply profile is not calculated towards the household load. This is exactly
as it should be. In some residences however, the energy systems were installed in such a way that the
PV was also included in the household load measurements. This should not be the case, as demand
and supply of energy should in theory be measured separately by the smart meter. This problem is
illustrated in Appendix C. This illustrates the importance of careful installation of the energy and
measurement equipment, to prevent data contamination.
 Conclusions
The City-zen project hereby demonstrates that a VPP can be a valuable tool in increasing locally
produced energy. In order to do this, the measurements from solar panels, household energy usage
and batteries all have to be accessible separately. The battery system currently optimizes for the solar
yield and household demand of only the residence they are in. This means that the local consumption
of locally generated sustainable energy could be increased even more if the system of batteries
forming the VPP optimized their local energy use on a collective level.
3.2.6. Supporting the local electricity grid

The third and last use case we discuss is supporting the local electricity grid. The VPP can hypothetically
be used to alleviate peak loads on the grid, by charging the batteries when the grid load is too negative
(energy supply) or discharge when it is too positive (energy demand).
 Influence of emergency (dis)charging on the grid load
The first experiment that was done to determine the influence of (dis)charging battery systems on the
grid was an emergency signal experiment. This simulates an emergency situation, where all batteries
receive the signal to either charge or discharge simultaneously to alleviate a negative or positive peak
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load on the grid respectively. This experiment shows the maximal influence the battery systems can
have on the grid load. A significant impact on the grid load is seen when the battery systems are
instructed to charge, outside the margins of normal load fluctuations, as shown in Figure 60. This
proves that the VPP has the power to significantly influence grid loads, even with a relatively small
amount of battery systems installed in the grid.

Figure 60: Effect of sending an emergency signal to all three battery systems behind congestion point
1551022. Two emergency signals are sent (vertical lines). All three battery systems are connected to
phase L1.
 Influence of energy trading on the grid load
Trading on energy markets can decrease congestion and grid loads, if a financial stimulus is offered to
balance the electricity grid. This means that trading on the energy markets can in theory decrease peak
loads on the grid. Trading on the existing energy markets, like the EPEXSPOT energy market in this
project, can also increase peak loads on the grid, as shown in Figure 61. The total energy exchanged
with the grid shows peaks in energy supplied to the grid (negative in the graph) that are higher than
the total solar panel supply. This happens when the batteries discharge at the same time as the solar
panels are generating energy.
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Figure 61: Loads through the smart meter of a battery system operating in trading mode. The battery
charges when directed to do so, according to a profile carefully calculated to maximize profits for the
aggregator.
Figure 62 shows how often the grid load is increased, and how often it is decreased in trading mode.
Most of the time, the battery systems are in charging mode when the grid load is in the low percentiles
(this means that the load on the grid is negative, because solar panels are supplying energy).
Conversely, the battery systems are in discharging mode most of the time when the grid load is in the
high percentiles (when the load on the grid is positive, because there is a great energy demand from
households). This shows that generally, the battery systems in trading mode help decrease peak loads
on the grid, both positive (demand) and negative (supply). The effect of the batteries charging off solar
panel energy is even more clearly discernible during summer, as shown in Figure 62b. Both during
summer and winter, there are also moments when the battery is discharging during negative peaks
(left in the graphs) or charging during positive peaks (right in the graph). This corresponds with the
graph shown before in Figure 61.
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Figure 62: Percentage of the time the battery systems in trading mode are charging and discharging
during winter (top) and summer (bottom). When the grid load is in the low percentiles (negative grid
load, more supply than demand) the batteries charge more often. When the grid load is in the high
percentiles (positive grid load, more demand than supply) the batteries discharge more often.
 Influence of self-consumption on the grid load
When residences consume most of the energy produced on their grounds themselves, and produce
most of the energy they consume, the load on the grid should decrease. However, the battery systems
spend a far greater percentage of their time charging than discharging, as shown in Figure 63. This is
partially explained by the facts that their maximum discharging power is twice as big as their maximum
charging power, and that in summer the period of the day when energy supply exceeds demand is
extended in time, while the time periods for peak demand remain the same. Another factor
contributing to this could be the spontaneous discharge of the battery: the battery is charged, but does
not discharge because the energy is consumed by the battery system itself.
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Winter 2017 - Self-consumption mode
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Figure 63: Percentage of the time the battery systems in self-consumption mode are charging and
discharging. The batteries spend a far greater percentage of their time charging (green) than
discharging (orange).
The final reason we see this behaviour is a mismatch between the assumptions made by the selfconsumption mode algorithm and the physical installation of the grid connecting components, where
consumption and production are connected to different phases of the grid. This was explained in
section 3.2.5.
 Conclusions
The VPP battery systems can significantly impact the grid loads. This can both increase and decrease
the balance on the grid. Trading locally on national energy markets can at times increase the load on
the grid, when the batteries discharge energy even though the local solar energy supply is high. In
general however, the batteries in trading mode discharge when the grid load is low on energy supply,
and charge when the grid load is high, thus supporting the grid.

3.3.

VEHICLE TO GRID TECHNOLOGY IN ACTION IN AMSTERDAM

This section shares the results from monitoring the V2G system. First the effects on the power quality
in the grid and the performance of the hardware will be discussed. Then the experiments done to
determine the viability of the five use cases for V2G described in section 1.3.3 will be explained, and
their results will be shown.
The first two sections of this part of the report show the applications that were tested for V2G charging.
After that, the effects of this V2G activity on the power quality in the local grid will be explored. Finally
the other findings, that were not planned for but that were encountered during the monitoring phase,
are presented.
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3.3.1. Supporting the local electricity grid

 Hypothesis
Bidirectional charging stations can be used to alleviate peak loads in the LV grid in the following
manner: the car battery (dis)charges when respectively the peak in energy demand/supply on the LV
mainline or transformer is too high. If the system can respond within a minute to the commands given,
(dis)charging at full 10kW capacity within this time (if compatible with the SoC), the system can be
used in this capacity.
 Experiments
The capability of bidirectional charging stations to alleviate peak loads on the LV grid was tested by
subjecting the V2G system to two different types of tests: first the response time and (dis)charging
power of the system was tested. Then three different charging profiles were tested for the V2G system.
Response time

To make efficient use of the V2G system, the response time of the car batteries has to be small. Peaks
on the grid can occur in a matter of seconds. For example, when the clouds split and the sun suddenly
starts shining, the solar power load can peak quite suddenly. And in the flex market, a failure to deliver
on a commitment of delivering energy to the grid can result in hefty fines. The response time of the
V2G system to signals should therefore ideally be in the order of seconds. This was tested by sending
a signal to (dis)charge at full power, or stop (dis)charging. Measurements of time and power were done
both at the AC (vehicle) and DC (building/grid) side of the charging station. This was the only property
that was measured both at the AC and DC side of the charging station.
The response time for switching from full power discharging to full power charging is shown in Figure
64 as an example, and the response times to other commands are further explored in 7.4.Appendix D.
Three charging stations respond to the orders within 1-2 seconds, and the full (dis)charge power is
reached in 5 seconds on average. One of the public charging stations showed an initial response after
5-6 seconds, and reaches full (dis)charge power in less than 10 seconds. This means that the initial
response is slower, but the time between initial response and full power stays roughly the same. All of
the charging stations meet the standards set for the V2G project.
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Figure 64: Response time curve of the V2G system, as measured at the DC (building) side. The maximum
discharge power reached is almost 10kW. The system responds to the “full charge” instruction after
1.239s and is charging at full power after 4.858s.
Charging and discharging power

The charging stations supplied by MagnumCap are rated at 10kW (dis)charging power. In practice, they
do not charge with more than 9kW, as demonstrated in Figure 65. They do however discharge at their
rated power of 10kW, as demonstrated in Figure 64.

Figure 65: Charging curve of the V2G system, as measured on the DC (grid) side. The charging station
is instructed to charge at maximum power of 10kW, but it charges at no more than 9kW. Once the SoC
of the battery reaches 75%, the charging power suddenly decreases.
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Effects of (dis)charging on the grid

The effects of (dis)charging car batteries with the V2G system can be clearly discerned in the load on
the mainlines and transformers close to the bidirectional charging station (see Figure 66). This means
that the V2G system has a significant influence on the grid load, and thus could in theory also be used
to alleviate peak loads. However, this result also supports the theory that unbridled use of V2G systems
could in fact result in the opposite, and increase peak loads. In order for the V2G system to alleviate
peak loads, the DSO has to instruct the aggregator, so that the charge point operator can be instructed
by the aggregator in case of emergency loads on the grid. Within the USEF-framework, this can be
done the day before (day-ahead), on the same day (intra-day), or in case of emergency (almost)
instantaneously. In the City-zen project, USEF was used for day-ahead instructions, and the DSO
communicated with the charge point operator directly for testing purposes. In the case of a high grid
load, the DSO can send an emergency signal to the aggregator to try and alleviate peak loads.
Cable load and
charging station
load
Cable load of the three
phases in green yellow
and light blue
Discharging load in
orange, red and blue

Clear effects of the dis(charging) on the
cable load and transformer loads
cable load

(dis)charging
load

Transfomer 1 load
Transformer load of the
three phases in greenH
yellow and blue

Transfomer 2 load
Transformer load of the
three phases in green
yellow and blue.

Figure 66: User interface used by the DSO to monitor the load on the transformers and cables. As we
can see on the right, the charging and discharging of the car batteries can be clearly discerned in both
the cable and the transformer load.
Standardized load profile

There can also be another kind of peak load alleviation, which prevents these peaks from happening
in the first place. A load profile was tested for the V2G system where the cars were instructed to charge
during the night, when peak loads are generally low, and to discharge during the evening, when peak
loads from households are generally high. The results from this are shown in Figure 67. This protocol
was executed successfully. Making a protocol like this the default for V2G in residential areas could
prevent peak loads on the grid from increasing as the number of electrical vehicles and solar panels in
those are increases.
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Figure 67: Smart charging with a pre-installed profile. Charge during the night, discharge during the
evening peak. In this experiment, the charger was too obedient in following the charge period, causing
it to charge extra around 16:00h to be able to fulfil the discharge period in the evening. The algorithm
was improved to better take into account the entire profile.
USEF flexibility trading

The V2G system was used to trade on the USEF flex market. For this purpose the USEF protocol was
used to create a desired load profile the day ahead, as explained in section 1.3.3.
Figure 68 shows the result of executing such a load profile. A further exploration of the financial
consequences of this result will be discussed in section 5.1.
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Figure 68: USEF profile followed successfully by the Nissan Leaf. The solid black line indicates the preset USEF charge profile, and the blue shaded areas show the charge pattern followed by the V2G
system. The green dashed line (top) shows the car battery state of charge.
The graphs show that the V2G system charged as it was instructed to, with no significant time delay
between the instructions given and the orders being executed. They also highlight two problems for
using EVs to trade on the USEF flex market:
 At some point, the car batteries are at a SoC of either their factory set minimum or 100%,
preventing them from following the profile;
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The cars are not always available when they are needed; at some point the car leaves the
charging station, after which the profile cannot be followed.
These problems are most prominent in V2G systems with only one or two charging stations, like the
V2G systems in the City-zen project. When more cars are connected to the system, this will lower the
synchronicity of their charging behaviour, thus decreasing the severity of the aforementioned issues.
 Conclusions
The response time and time to reach the maximum power in all tests was less than one minute. This
means that the system can respond fast enough to enable peak alleviation. The maximum charging
power reached was not the rated power of 10kW as was hypothesized, but the maximum discharging
power did approach the 10kW level. Both charging ánd discharging to the grid were possible and could
be utilized to execute protocols effectively.
The influence of V2G charging is clearly discernible on the grid load. This means that the V2G system
can be used for peak load alleviation, thus supporting the local electricity grid. Simple peak alleviation
algorithms, charging the cars during the solar peak and discharging them during the morning and
evening peaks, were executed successfully, showing that proactive peak load alleviation is also
possible.
A protocol for this was developed using the USEF flex framework. The V2G project enabled trading on
the USEF flex market. The desired load profiles were followed by the system in most cases, however
deviations occurred when the cars batteries were full or empty, or when the car was not at the charging
station.
3.3.2. Lowering peak load of the building

Another use case for the V2B system is lowering the peak load of the building, enabling businesses to
save on their connection costs by limiting their required capacity. If the peak load of the building is
decreased, this means that they can ask the DSO for a lower category of grid connection, which often
means that they have to pay less for their connection. The advantage for both the owner of the building
and the DSO is clear.
 Hypothesis
With a bidirectional charging station, ideally combined with energy generation in the building, it is
possible to lower the category of the grid connection, because the car battery can assist when the
energy demand is larger than supply or vice versa.
If discharging the car battery contributes to reducing the peak load of the building, this proves that
using V2B in this capacity is indeed possible in theory. If this effect is large enough to lower the category
of the grid connection for the building, this is a profitable use case for businesses.
 Experiments
The V2G chargers were instructed to run a protocol where they charge when the energy supply from
the building was very high, and to discharge when the demand from the building was high. Figure 69
shows the result of such an experiment, where the car battery charges during the peak hours of energy
supply of the building, caused by solar power generation. Figure 70 shows another result of such an
experiment, where the car battery discharges during the peak hours of energy use of the building,
caused by energy demand from lights illuminating the sports court in the evening.
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Figure 69: Load profile of V2B charger at the PWC office, programmed to charge during the solar peak
to lower the peak load of the building on the grid. The peak load of the building occurs between 10:00
and 15:00. During this time the car battery is charged, as shown by the increasing SoC.

Figure 70: Load profile of the V2B charger at Sportpark de Eendracht, programmed to supply electricity
to lower the peak load of the building. The peak load of the building occurs between 18:00 and 22:00.
During this time the car battery is discharged, as shown by the decreasing SoC.
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 Conclusions
The car battery charges during the solar peak and discharges during a peak in energy demand, as
instructed. There is a visible influence on reducing the loads by using V2G (dis)charging, confirming our
hypothesis. Our experiments could not confirm that the peak load of the building was lowered enough
and reliably enough to warrant a lower category of grid connection for the building. In these
experiments, just one or V2G charging point per building was used. In the future, the number of V2Gcompatible EVs is expected to increase, enabling additional peak reduction.
3.3.3. Power quality

 Hypothesis
A bidirectional charging station causes power quality issues. The impact of (innovative) charging
technology on the grid and especially on the power quality is negative.
 Experiments
It was investigated whether placing one or more bidirectional charging stations on an LV cable can
cause power quality issues. Tests were done to see if the power quality issues stayed within the
boundaries set by the EN50160 norm. All measurements were done in accordance with that norm.
Measurements were taken of:
 effective voltage
 voltage asymmetry
 voltage variance
 voltage unbalance
 total harmonic distortion of the current (THDA)
 total harmonic distortion of the voltage (THDU)
 frequency
 long term flicker
 harmonic voltage
The measurements were done on the LV cable directly next to the charging stations, in situations
without any (dis)charging, with full charging, and with full discharging. This way even the smallest
effects on the power quality could be detected. Measurements of the power quality were done using
a Janitza UMG605 in combination with the Gridvis software package. The measurement equipment
installed in the grid has a frequency of 2 data points per minute. For measuring the specific properties
of the charging stations, a fluke analyser was used with a frequency of 4 data points per second.
All measured properties stayed within the bounds of the EN50160 norm. This was the case in all of our
measurements, on all power quality aspects. As an example, measurements of the voltage and THD,
with and without V2G, are shown in Figure 71, and measurements of the grid frequency, with and
without V2G, are shown in Figure 72. This last figure was taken from the official report on the power
quality.
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Baseline measurement

Measurement with V2G

Figure 71: Measurement of the voltage on field 20, close to the two public charging stations, without
V2G activity (top) and with two V2G charging stations active in the field (bottom).
Baseline measurement
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Measurement with V2G

Figure 72: Measurement of the grid frequency at the PWC office, without V2G activity (top) and with
V2G charging (bottom). The lower and upper boundaries of the EN50160 norm are indicated by red
lines left and right respectively.
A small difference between a scenario with and without an active bidirectional charging station was
detected on the 9th harmonic of the voltage. The EN50160 norm prescribes that the disturbance on
this harmonic should not exceed 1.5%, which it never does. As … shows, the disturbance on this
harmonic is almost doubled on all three phases.
Table 13: Disturbances on the 9th harmonic without and with V2G activity on all three phases

Phase 1
Phase 2
Phase 3

Average
Max
Average
Max
Average
Max

Disturbance on the 9th
harmonic (no V2G)
0.14%
0.29
0.19%
0.39%
0.18%
0.36%

Disturbance on the 9th
harmonic (with V2G)
0.29
0.79
0.38%
0.97%
0.39%
1.09%

EN50160 norm
1.50%
1.50%
1.50%
1.50%
1.50%
1.50%

 Conclusions
The charging stations installed in our experiments do not have any significant influence on the power
quality in the mainline of the LV grid. This is partly due to the fact that in this project a relatively small
number of charging stations was installed, and the grid in the regions concerned is very stable.
A small increase in the disturbance of the 9th harmonic is detected. This stays within the EN50160
norm. Power quality effects like these are expected to increase if a significantly larger amount of V2G
charging stations will be installed in a part of the LV grid than was installed in this project.
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3.3.4. Self-consumption of locally generated sustainable energy

V2G systems can in theory significantly increase the amount of locally generated energy consumed
locally, by anticipating peaks in the energy supply and discharging their battery prior to those peaks.
This way the V2G system frees up battery capacity to catch the peaks of (solar) energy supply. The
batteries can also discharge during local demand peaks, ensuring local use of the energy, instead of
only using the energy in their batteries for transportation.
 Hypothesis
With a bidirectional charging station it is possible to increase self-consumption of energy. In this
project an increase of 10% in self-consumption of energy (compared to regular one-directional smart
charging) is considered significant.
 Experiments
This use case was only tested with the V2B system, using the two charging stations at commercial
locations. One of the V2B locations, Sportpark de Eendracht, had a large quantity of solar panels on its
roof. In this test the charge profile of the V2B chargers was adapted to use as much of the energy
supplied by these solar panels as possible. The solar profile of Sportpark de Eendracht was also used
to match power at the second V2B charging station at the PWC office, since there were no solar panels
connected to the same cable as the V2G charger at this location.
The V2G chargers were instructed to run the green-following self-consumption protocol, where
predictions about the future energy demand of the building and the future energy supply from the
solar panels were incorporated. To keep in line with the needs of the car drivers, the cars also charged
when the indicated car departure time was approaching, to ensure that the car battery would be at an
acceptable SoC at the time of departure. As Figure 73 shows, the algorithm did match the charging to
the availability of solar energy. This reduced the input of solar energy onto the grid, and it reduced the
energy demand on the grid from the EV-charging.
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Figure 73: Comparison of charging behaviour in the V2B environment at the PWC office when there is
no optimization for self-consumption (top) and when the system is optimized for self-consumption by
using the green-following protocol (bottom). The grey vertical line indicates the set time of departure.
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 Conclusions
The V2G system was able to increase self-consumption of locally produced energy compared to a
situation where no smart EV charging is present, by catching peaks of solar energy generation. By
following a profile based on predictions about energy demand and supply, the EVs charged when solar
energy was being generated. The V2G system did not however provide any benefit over a regular onedirectional charging station in these experiments: it did not assist the local consumption of energy
stored in the battery by discharging at times when energy demand of the building is high. This means
that the goal of 10% more self-consumption than with regular smart charging has not been met.
3.3.5. Other findings

During the V2G experiments, many technical difficulties were encountered. These vary in nature: some
are hardware issues, others are IT/OT problems, and the project also encountered some obstacles in
laws and regulations. All of these findings will be explained below.
 Charging station
The performance of the charging stations, the V2G system, and the cars used in this project has been
monitored. They were tested to see if they meet grid safety standards, and also if they can reach a
level of quality that makes the system suitable for V2G. At the beginning of the project the intention
was to increase the amount of users (cars) per charger for the PWC office and Schaarbeekstraat
chargers during the project. Due to recurrent technical problems with the chargers, especially the ones
in the Schaarbeekstraat, and the scarcity of V2G compatible cars in the direct vicinity of the chargers,
the decision was made to keep the pilot group limited.
The performance and control of the charging stations was not as robust as was expected. In up to 5%
of the charging sessions at the public charging stations, the fuse blew out. A slow starter was installed
in the public charging stations, which fixed the issue.
The temperature in the charging station at Sportpark de Eendracht, which was the first to be installed,
rose to a degree high enough to melt and char parts of a capacitor. A mechanic was sent out, and they
fixed the issue by increasing the distance between some of the overheating components.
The charging stations did not always react to instructions. It is unclear whether these issues stem from
software problems with the charging stations, or from problems with the Modbus system.
The charging stations were not compatible with the newest cars at first, which use the ChaDeMo 2.0
protocol to communicate with the charging station. This was solved by updating the firmware of the
charging stations. All combined, these issues are at this point in time a serious obstacle to reaching the
long term goals of V2G. Both energy trading and peak alleviation need highly dependable systems to
function properly.
Responsiveness

The charging stations were directed to execute different charge profiles by the charge point operator
NewMotion, who got instructions from the aggregator Enervalis, as explained in section 2.3.4. Most of
the commands and profiles were executed as expected, but in some cases the charging stations did
not respond as expected. The CPO indicates that they received the commands, which suggests that
the signal gets lost somewhere between the CPO and the charging station.
 Performance of the car types
Three different car models were used in the V2G project: the Nissan Leaf, the Mitsubishi Outlander,
and the Nissan E-NV200 Van. This is especially valuable, since most other V2G project have tested only
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one car model (most frequently the Nissan Leaf), and a mature V2G system has to be able to interact
equally well with different car models.
Since only one type of car charged at each of the four charging stations, and all charging stations are
of the same make and model, we can compare the charging behaviour of the four different car types.
We saw distinct charging behaviours for the different models, characterized by peaks of short duration
during the charging. All car types show these kinds of peaks, but they seem to occur at different
moments, making them typical for that car type. This behaviour is shown for the Nissan Leaf in Figure
74 and for all other car types in 7.4.Appendix E.

Figure 74: Typical charging session of the Nissan Leaf at public charging station 1554843. Small spikes
in the middle of (dis)charging periods are seen in the profile on all three phases, and are a distinguishing
feature of this car’s charging behaviour.
One of the Mitsubishi Outlanders used in the City-zen project encountered an issue with the gear box,
after which it had to stay in the garage for repairs for 2.5 weeks. This led us to investigate the
dependability of V2G-compatible cars. If it turns out that V2G cars encounter breakdown issues more
often than similar vehicles without bidirectional charging capacity, this would pose a problem for the
viability of V2G for two reasons: firstly, a reputation of unreliability could deter potential customers
from buying a V2G-compatible car. Secondly, the time that cars spend at the garage for repairs is not
spent at the bidirectional charging station, so if the time at the garage is significantly higher for V2Gcompatible cars, this decreases the amount of time that they can be used in the V2G system. This
would make the availability of battery capacity unpredictable. After a short investigation into these
issues, we can draw two conclusions:
 The issues with the gear box of the Mitsubishi Outlander were of a mechanical nature, and are
not related to its bidirectional charging capability. This was confirmed by the mechanic who
repaired it.
 The car models used in this project are not more susceptible to breakdown than comparable
electrical vehicles. Car owners do not indicate an increased frequency of car failure. (Evans,
2018)
Based on these findings, we can say that while we found many technical issues within the total V2G
system, the cars with bidirectional loading capability are just as reliable as other cars. This does not
mean however that their bidirectional charging works perfectly.
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 Using V2G for emergency power
The V2G system can be used as an emergency power supply in theory. Since the laws and regulations
of the Dutch electricity grid to not permit this at the moment, this could not be tested within the scope
of this project. Instead a theoretical exploration of the possibilities was performed.
Technical possibility

The first concern that was raised was whether or not the charging stations would be able to discharge
on all three phases of the LV grid. This is a prerequisite for an emergency power supply. In fact, the
charging stations used in this experiment can only feed the three phases all at once, so this condition
is satisfied.
The expectation is that it is technically possible to supply emergency power to the grid. This could not
be tested however, because the charging stations are equipped with an automatic switch that
disconnects the charging stations as soon as the grid voltage falls away. This is a failsafe built in to
comply with regulations.
Legal possibility

There are regulations in place that forbid EV charging stations from operating when the grid power
supply is down. The charging stations comply with the EN 50438:2014 standard, which means that they
switch off in the event of a power outage. They are tested using IEC 62116:2014 procedure, which tests
if the charging stations switch off within 1 second of detecting the power outage. The MagnumCap
charging stations used comply with both of those standards, making it impossible for them to operate
during a power outage.
Conclusions

Because of the legal standards for charging stations, which forbid them from operating in the event of
a power outage, no experiments on using the V2G for emergency power could be done. Technically
and theoretically, no barriers for using the V2G in this manner were identified. If and when regulations
in this are change, this use case can be explored further.
 Obstacles in executing different charging protocols
Small delay in self-consumption protocol start-up

When a car connects to a charging station, the charging station should start executing the protocol it
was instructed to follow. As was the case with all V2G protocols, the self-consumption protocol was
not always followed flawlessly. Often a spike in charging power can be seen in the data right after the
car is connected to the charging station, as shown in Figure 75. After 15 minutes, the right protocol
starts. By then, the car has already charged for a significant amount of its SoC.
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Figure 75: Charging behaviour in the V2B environment at the PWC office when the green-following
protocol, optimized for self-consumption is followed. There is a noticeable peak in the charging power
at the start of the charging session.
Right at the start of the charging session, the cars charge at maximal power, until they receive
instructions for the self-consumption mode. The probable cause for this is that the charging station
detects the car being present before the IT system, which is responsible for executing different
charging protocols, detects the car. The charging station thus starts its normal operating mode (full
powered charging in this case) before the desired protocol starts.
For further experiments, the default response of the charger was prevented manually, to ensure that
the desired protocols would be followed. This issue should be dealt with properly in the protocols to
ensure proper functioning of the V2G chargers in projects on a larger scale.
Starting state of the V2G system not suitable for charging session

One of the prerequisites of getting benefit from V2G is having a suitable car, with the correct SoC,
connected to the charging station when it is needed. During our experiments we had a suitable starting
point in 39% of the V2G sessions on average. That is to say that in these sessions, in which we wanted
to influence charging and discharging, we were in most cases able to do it with approximately the
desired outcome. There were however also sessions in which we were fully unable to perform the
desired steering, mostly due to misaligned algorithms. In all other situations, the SOC or estimated
time of departure of the vehicle prohibited a successful V2G session with respect to the desired
charging profile in the experiment.
We were able to perform our V2G session in only a limited number of the charging sessions, due to
failed connection resulting in regular charging without any steering by the aggregator. We found that
sending and performing V2G algorithms was not only dependent on availability of a car with the
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desired SOC, but also on our ability to send commands to the charger. Although this was no problem
from the driver perspective (the vehicle was fully charged at the estimated time of departure), not
being able to connect with the charger is, in the current set-up, a serious obstacle in performing V2G
commercially. The overall outcome of the analysed experiments is shown in Figure 76. An in-depth
exploration of this availability problem of V2G cars was done within the framework of the V2G project
by a master student. (Broere, 2018)
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Figure 76: In this graph, the data of six different experiments are presented have been performed. These
experiments were chosen because they were all carried out during a period of consecutive days. In all
sessions, a car was connected to the charger and charged.
Protocols not executed properly for unknown reasons

At times the cars indeed charge during high loads (mainly caused by surplus supply of solar energy),
but at other times they charge during the lowest loads, or they do not charge at all. Figure 77 for an
example of this behaviour, which is highly undesirable. It is often unclear why these deviations from
the protocol occur.
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Figure 77: Charging profile of a V2G vehicle. The vehicle charges exactly during the peak on the grid,
causing even higher peak loads. This is an example of the execution of a protocol that did not go as
planned, where V2G charging had an accidental negative effect.
 Conclusions
The hardware, including cars and charging stations, functioned in a way that made V2G charging and
discharging possible. There were however multiple issues with the charging stations, especially in the
beginning of the project, demonstrating the V2G technology to be slightly less robust than regular EV
charging equipment at this point in time. In some cases the charging stations did not react
appropriately to commands from the CPO. Some of these have a clear reason, at other times the
reasons are unknown. The few issues found with the V2G cars used in the project were found not to
be owing to their involvement in V2G charging.
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CHAPTER 4 – Social monitoring

The success and acceptance of the City-zen projects (partly) depends on the human factor.
Socioeconomic monitoring provided insight into citizens’ attitudes and beliefs, experience,
engagement or adverse response to the changes that they have faced in their life as a result of the
City-zen project. The changes that citizens encounter are either tangible/technical such as
refurbishment of houses and specific measures like installation of energy boxes, solar photovoltaic
panels (PVs) or connection to district heating or less tangible/process related activities such as
providing information and initiating awareness campaigns on benefits of retrofitting. City-zen is a
special project because it deploys new energy solutions in an urban environment in a real-life, Western
society.

4.1.

ETHICAL CONSIDERATION

To describe the ethical considerations for a smart grid the conclusions of the research work of Christine
Milchram are described shortly. (Milchram, Hillerbrand, van de Kaa, Doorn, & Künneke, 2018)
Christine describes the ethical considerations with ‘energy justice’. The concept of ‘energy justice’ has
been proposed in the field of energy studies and social science as one of the most comprehensive
approaches to understand and address conflicting social and moral values arising from changes in
energy systems. Energy justice addresses the “equitable access to energy, the fair distribution of costs
and benefits, and the right to participate in choosing whether and how energy systems will change”.
The results show that the values of a smart grid are reflected in newspaper articles both as advantages
and challenges. Advantages include the systems’ contribution to the energy policy triad, i.e. the values
of economic development, environmental sustainability, and security of supply. Beyond these, smart
grids are considered as advantageous for distributive and procedural justice, confirming the important
role of energy justice for these systems. However, value conflicts also reveal distributive and
procedural injustices, particularly when the potential of economic and environmental benefits is
criticized. In addition, smart grids are considered as controversial because innovative information and
communication technology increases privacy and security risks, and concerns of lacking reliability.
The analysis contestations within the energy triad – i.e. concerns whether smart grids will indeed
contribute to more sustainable, cost-efficient, and secure electricity supply – are related to energy
justice issues from the perspective of consumers. Challenges evolve particularly around an inequitable
distribution of benefits and costs. Smart grids have the potential to contribute to a more equitable
access to electricity systems. However, this access might be restricted to more affluent parts of a
population and reinforce monetary injustices faced by financially vulnerable citizens. Injustices
between different socio-demographic or socio-economic consumers are related to an increased
reliance on ICT systems, which can discriminate against the elderly, disabled, or less IT savvy.

4.2.

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN THE VPP

Participants for the VPP project of City-zen were recruited from the Amsterdam Nieuw-West area.
Numerous information sessions, discussion evenings and City-zen workshops were organized to
recruit, involve and inform potential participants and other citizens living in the area. Figure 78 shows
an example of such a session.
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Figure 78: The City-zen team presents information about the Virtual Power Plant during one of the Cityzen sessions for (potential) participants in the neighbourhood.
Scientific collaborators from the Wageningen University studied the interaction of the participants and
other citizens with the project, during these meetings and workshops and during the operation of the
project, which will be discussed below.
4.2.1.

VPP participants

Marten Boekelo, affiliated to the Environmental Policy department at Wageningen University, carried
out a social research among the participant of the City-zen VPP project. Below one can read about his
findings with respect to their motives and experiences.
 An active relationship with energy
When people first get their solar panels, there is excitement about getting the panels installed and
about what the panels will ‘do’. New digital interfaces allow people to keep track of what happens and
people do so frequently in the initial period. The frequency of checking almost daily decreases after a
while, but this initial period is nonetheless crucial in cementing a different relation to energy. First,
while most people stop checking frequently, they don’t stop altogether. For some people it becomes
a habit. Second, monitoring is a visceral experience – not a merely ‘informational’ or ‘computational’
process. People talk of recalibrating their senses, fine-tuning their own impression of the weather
conditions with that day’s PV production. Close monitoring also produces a certain identification with
the solar panels – generating energy was compared to maintaining a vegetable garden and bringing in
the harvest, as if one is producing the energy oneself. Third, keeping track of solar panels is not an
isolated activity – it is contagious for other domains of the household. For many people, installing solar
panels turns out to be the beginning of paying closer attention to energy flows in their homes
generally. Some move on to specialist measuring equipment digging deep for ‘energy leaks’, but even
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those who don’t still look out for signs of unwholesome energy behaviour in their household (whether
that be by machines or humans). In other words, people step onto a trajectory when they get into PV.
 The logical next step
Many participants considered City-zen VPP a logical next step on that trajectory. Interviewees had
varying ways to describe this trajectory. One thing that often came up in interviews is being or
becoming “conscious”. People expressed hope that digital interfaces (tied to solar panels, household
batteries, or energy platforms) would allow them to become more conscious of how they consume
energy. But it’s also bigger than that: ‘consciousness’ sometimes operated as a gloss for something like
care, through which peoples acted as responsible members of society. Energy in other words becomes
a domain in which people can cultivate some stewardship for their (or ‘the’) environment. There is
some variation in how people imagined their stewardship or responsibility – whether it lies in greater
energy autonomy, in reducing their footprint or lending their own small hand to the energy transition.
What is important to note here is that these everyday monitoring practices allow people to experience
and realize this relationship to energy.
 A word on finances
People enjoy the anticipation of monetary gains during the year and experience gratification upon
seeing their energy ‘savings’ quantified on the end-of-year bill. Yet people talked less about that. This
is not just because it wouldn’t be ‘socially desirable’ to talk about money. It represents the structure
of people’s (evolving) experience of the technology: in so far as people did talk about money, it was
about the phase of deliberating whether or when to get those solar panels. As soon as that money is
spent though, what remains is the story of calibration and consciousness, stewardship and autonomy,
which monitoring serves to make real. There were two exceptions: one programmer who enjoyed
crunching the numbers and one manager who liked to think about business models and bottom lines.
For the others, there simply was no point in tracking (and thus, talking about) monetary performance.
 The City-zen VPP
Ironically, while for many participants the VPP project was the logical ‘next step’, it wound up
interrupting the monitoring that constituted their relationship to energy. This happened in three ways.
Firstly, due to the very nature of the technology, where a battery is controlled by a third party. As a
consequence, energy from their solar panels would flow into the battery and then effectively
disappear. Energy would flow between the battery and the grid in ways that were unrelated to the
household’s energy consumption. This made the battery into something of a black box. Secondly, the
software interface with the battery didn’t help. It was not made with consumers in mind and was partly
or largely unintelligible (or produced seemingly contradictory information for those willing and able to
take a closer look). Also, the interface was never meant to provide information about remote control
actions, which could have provided some insight into how the energy provider was influencing energy
flows in and out of the battery. Finally, the project experienced some delays, which also halted the
intended monthly newsletter for a protracted time. As a result, participants were kept in the dark
about what – if anything – was happening with their mysterious batteries. All of this made monitoring
quite difficult for the participants (even as it did open up new terrains of observation) and thus
sabotaged the feedback mechanisms that allowed people to refine their consciousness and affirm their
sense of stewardship.
 For future reference
It is important to note that a VPP is not inherently antithetical to the consciousness and sense of
stewardship that people cultivated over time. However, it may be more difficult to resolve tensions
either with people’s desire for energy autonomy or their distrust of energy companies. These people
may feel more comfortable with the idea of community operated VPP. For many, the environmental
pitch of the project was understandable and relatable: we need to make sure that solar power will not
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end up cannibalizing our energy infrastructure. These findings therefore entail the following; to attract
VPP customers, they obviously need to offer a financial advantage. To retain those customers,
however, they will need to put sustained effort in making the VPP visible: how – on a daily, monthly
and yearly level – it accomplishes its solution for variable energy (through market transactions and
environmental performance indicators), what the contribution of the individual household has been
(in terms of energy capacity and value), and how energy flows between PV panels, storage device and
grid (to feed people’s consciousness).

4.3.

CITIZEN PARTICIPATION IN THE V2G PROJECT

V2G is not only a new technology for the actual participants in the project. The neighbourhood also
shares in the experience, because the chargers are quite visible compared to regular chargers. We
were able to gather some insights in the general perception and acceptance of the chargers. In the
city-zen project, general usage of the charger was prohibited, which might have affected other EV
drivers at both the corporate locations and at the street level chargers. The experiences of these
drivers are unknown to the project.
4.3.1. The participants

Alliander has asked the University of Amsterdam (HvA) to shape the user survey for the V2G part. The
purpose of this survey is to find out the background characteristics of the participants, the behaviour
aspects of the participants, which motivations the participants have to participate in the test and to
explore which expectations and experiences the participants have regarding the test. All drivers of the
5 electric cars in the project have been approached to participate in this survey.
 V2G drivers: sustainable attitude
It has been shown that the motivation to drive an electric car mainly comes from sustainability
considerations and a reduction in CO2 emissions. It also appears that the interest in sustainability and
the interest in the trial persuaded the participants to participate in the trial. For the shared car it is
expected that the battery degradation is faster due to less careful use of the cars. It can be concluded
from the results that the use of the car differs per respondent, but that all respondents declare to have
the car almost continuously connected to the (bidirectional) charging station and that they connect
the car almost immediately after a ride.
 High level of trust in the technology
The NewMotion app that was developed to be used in combination with the bidirectional charging
station was used very little by the participants. This has different reasons, according to the participants:
the app is difficult to use, it is not logical in its settings, it is not intuitive and not up to date. Also,
according to one driver, it was not possible to use the application when the consumer has an atypical
behaviour (no commuting traffic).
During testing the electric cars were not always charged at 100% at the time the cars were going to be
used. Because users of the Plug in Hybrid vehicles need an almost full battery to be able to go to work
and back, this caused a problem. In case of a hybrid car, the shortage of electricity made it necessary
to use petrol which would cost the participants more money than driving electric. A state of charge
below 80% caused the drivers to contact the Charge Point Operator and to check the NewMotion V2G
app. For the drivers that used a shared car the range anxiety and the worries about battery degradation
are lower, due to the fact that shared car users have a fleet of many cars available to them.
All in all one can conclude that for the drivers that participated in the City-zen V2G test, the level of
trust the participants had in the project management was high enough to ignore any information that
was provided in the app. The drivers had no interest in the charging and discharging patterns that were
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carried out, as long as they were able to drive to their next destination whenever they needed to travel.
Once that prerequisite was in danger, the level of awareness of the pilot temporarily increased.
4.3.2. V2G in the neighbourhood

On three occasions, the City-zen V2G team was present at meetings for the general population
involved in the test (see Figure 79). At the first meeting, in 2017, an enthusiastic audience was
interested in the plans and one citizen who owned a suitable car immediately enrolled to join the pilot.
Some other inhabitants, owning the wrong brand of car, were disappointed that they could not
participate. At this stage, V2G was not yet visible in the neighbourhood.

Figure 79: City-zen V2G meeting with residents of the neighbourhood where the project took place.
During the WeMakeTheCity event in spring 2018 (see Figure 80), the audience consisted partly of
citizens and partly of professionals. At this time, the V2G chargers were installed and in operation.
During a workshop, the following statements were presented and discussed:
 It is of great importance for drivers to know what happens with their car during charging;
 Installation of new EV chargers should be mainly based on net capacity;
 Governments should be able to decide for themselves whether they want grid reinforcements
or innovative charging technology;
 V2G is a technology that will only benefit the rich;
 It is better to increase grid tariffs rather than invest in unknown and complicated technology.
A lively discussion on the possible benefits and the desired outcomes of the experiments was held. In
summary, the public was curious to find out what the benefits could be for the EV driver and was at
first unaware of the possible effects of rewarding EV drivers for grid congestion management. The
general atmosphere was one of enthusiasm and curiosity. As a side note, it must be taken into account
that the WeMakeTheCity audience is in general in favour of change.
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Figure 80: Citizens ask question to a representative of the City-zen V2G project team during the V2G
workshop at WeMakeTheCity 2018.
The final public event, in September 2018, was somewhat different from the previous two. By that
time, experiments were in full flow, during one of the hottest summers in history. For one of the
chargers on the public grid, this meant almost continual operation and thus almost continual cooling
of the charger. One inhabitant, who had not been present at the previous two public meetings, decided
it was not necessary for a charger to operate when the car connected to it (the Buurauto, owned by
the car sharing company who at that stage did not have many drivers) was not moving, and started to
push the emergency button every night before they went to bed. The motivation for so was noise
disturbance: they reported a noise coming from the charging station. By doing so, this citizen stopped
charging sessions and disturbed measurements. Because it is not possible to do a reset through
software, the impact of this behaviour was considerable. The team was therefore happy to hear from
the municipality that this citizen had registered a formal complaint about the charger. Through this,
the team could get in direct contact and troubleshoot the problem.
Around the same time, the third community meeting was organized and at the end of this meeting,
the citizen involved identified himself and made clear he was an adversary of the project. Interestingly,
the other members of the general public present were the ones who countered the arguments this
citizen had about new technology being unnecessary and shared cars to be a crazy idea in a well-off
neighbourhood such as Nieuw Sloten. This can be interpreted as a sign that the neighbourhood is in
general in favour of innovation and change. An interesting complaint that was also countered by the
other citizens present was that the presence of an EV-charger in front of a house would diminish the
value of the house. All other citizens agreed that they thought it was actually added value to have an
EV charger in front of the house. Some even inquired if it was still possible to get a V2G charger. In a
crowded area such as Amsterdam, it is apparently more important to have a charger available than to
worry about the size or concept of it. The complaint that remained was mainly focused on the noise
that the charger produced. For this complaint, inhabitants who also lived close to the charger showed
their surprise because they did not experience any noise from the chargers. However, the City-zen
project team decided to investigate the noise level of the charger and found it was below thresholds
and could also be decreased a bit when the weather was cooler and by an adjustment of the operation
of the fans. This was communicated to the citizen who had complained through a formal letter send
by the City of Amsterdam. A more general letter with details on the project was also send to all other
neighbours by the City. For neither communication any follow-up was needed.
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CHAPTER 5 – Economy

This chapter presents the economic findings of collaborators in the project who traded on the energy
and flex markets using City-zen technology. First the results of trading on the energy market by
NeoSmart using the VPP will be explained. The second part of this chapter presents the results of
trading on the USEF flex market using the V2G system, and explores possible consequences of this type
of trading.

5.1.

TRADING ON THE ENERGY MARKET WITH THE VPP

Battery systems, communication modules and smart meters were placed in the homes of 48
consumers during 2017 and early 2018. With 41 consumers, a supply agreement was made for the
supply of renewable electricity (and for some also for the supply of natural gas, as some participants
prefered to have one single energy supplier). The other 7 consumers had trouble switching energy
suppliers, and functioned as a control group during the operation of the VPP. The renewable electricity
came from NeoSmart, who ensured that the electricity delivered came from solar energy generated
locally in the Netherlands. This means that the project used sustainable Dutch solar energy exclusively.
The supply agreement was based on the no-more-than-usual principle, which means that the
consumers, just as before, received energy at a market conform fixed rate on the basis of a fixed
advance payment per month. Any trade profits would be settled later.
Of the 41 participants who opted for an energy supply contract with NeoSmart, which was necessary
for the trading mode used during the VPP project, on average 4 battery systems were not able to
participate in the trading. This was because of technical or connection issues, or because participants
were dissatisfied with the high energy (and financial) losses of battery usage and disabled the control
of the battery system by the energy supplier. In the period from April 2018 to March 2019 the VPP was
actively operated in this trading mode.
The trading mode made us of price differences on the day-ahead energy market (EPEXSPOT). Therefore
the aim was to buy energy (by charging the battery) when energy price was relatively low and sell
energy (by discharging the battery) when the energy price was relatively high. To play this game, good
forecasts for the settlement on the energy price, as well as daily consumption of energy, PV solar
generation and state of charge of the battery systems were necessary to determine what the optimal
use of the VPP capacity would be. This optimal usage (charge and discharge), together with the other
data (consumption, generation) was submitted in a nomination on the EPEXSPOT energy market and
the deployment plan for the next day was set. On the next day, the aim is to follow the nomination as
closely as possible, since any deviation of the nomination has to be bought/sold on the intra-day spot
market to compensate for imbalances caused. The prices on that intra-day market are much higher
than on the EPEXSPOT day-ahead market the VPP trades on.
Because the pilot is done with a relatively small group of households (37), individual decisions (i.e.
turning on the washing machine) and the unpredictability of the weather (clouds for the sun) have a
big impact. These deviations can partially be covered by compensating with the flexibility of the
batteries. The balance between trading your flexibility and using it for imbalance reduction is difficult
to determine with a small group. Theoretically, when upscaling the VPP by a significant amount, the
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effect of individual decisions on the predictability of energy consumption and generation of the whole
group decreases.
Based on these trade nominations, the R.E.X. platform, developed by Energy Exchange Enablers,
operated the battery with the commitment to realize the submitted trades. The R.E.X. platform is
based on the PowerMatcher protocol of the USEF model, creating an internal virtual auction to
determine how the nominated trades could be translated into individual battery behaviour (charge/
discharge). In addition, the R.E.X. platform also took into account the deviations between the predicted
consumption and solar generation and the realized consumption and solar generation, thus minimizing
imbalance costs. R.E.X. tried to minimize imbalance costs of the group as a whole, so not based on
deviations of individual participants. The advantage of this is that it leads to a more cost-effective
approach to minimizing imbalance than individual optimizations.
To determine if trading with the flexibility of small storage units resulted in lower energy costs, the
collected data was analysed for various scenario’s. Traditional allocation (scenario 5) is the current
market model for supplying energy to consumers. Smart Meter Allocation (SMA) is based on forecasts
for individual consumption, PV solar generation, energy prices and the availability of flexibility within
the batteries. Based on the collected data, the average costs for energy consumption for the complete
period (may-18 – jan-19) are determined and shown in Table 14 below:
Table 14: Different scenarios tested by NeoSmart
Scenarios
SMA consumption only
SMA consumption and solar generation
Battery charge and discharge only
SMA total
Traditional allocation

kWh

€/MWh
86.241
31.622
25.410
57.033
0,7

59,68
71,14
3,39
55,89
57,35

1) SMA consumption only

SMA (Smart Meter Allocation) the forecasting, trading, allocation and settlement of energy
consumption is based energy data with a frequency of 4 data points per hour. The energy consumption
pattern is fully determined by behaviour of the consumer, no flexibility is available. This scenario has
been calculated to show what actual energy cost would be in case of SMA allocation and shows an
average energy cost of 59.68 €/MWh for the 37 active participants in the project. Since only
consumption is taken into consideration, the actual energy off-take is high (86.241 kWh).
2) SMA consumption and solar generation

This scenario is the same as the scenario consumption only, but with the solar energy production
added. Due to the energy production, the total off-take is lower (31.622 kWh) because a large part of
the consumption is covered by energy production (54.619 kWh). The average energy cost are higher
(71.14 €/MWh). This is caused by the unpredictability of solar energy production, this adds to the
uncertainty and thus harder to forecast the total energy usage. Another reason (main reason) is the
lower compensation that is received on the day-ahead markets for selling the energy production that
is not consumed directly.
3) Battery charge and discharge only

In this scenario only the actual usage of the battery is taken into consideration. The battery is used in
two different ways: For trading purposes and to reduce imbalance costs during the day of
consumption. The average energy costs are calculated based on the battery nomination on the day
ahead market (trading activity) and the imbalance costs. By subtracting the actual charging and
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discharging from the battery from the original (separate) nomination of the battery in the total Energy
program. As a result of the battery usage, an average energy cost of only 3,39 €/MWh is achieved,
whereby (on a net basis) only 25.410 kWh is supplied by the energy grid.
4) SMA total

In this scenario all three elements (consumption, solar energy production and battery usage) are
combined to determine the actual average energy costs during the VPP period. This scenario
represents the actual situation and shows what the real cost of energy consumption would be in case
a battery was installed and used for trading and imbalance reduction. The consumer not only
consumes energy but generates energy as well. By using the battery the total consumption is higher
than in the scenario of SMA consumption and solar generation (57.033 kWh) due to actively using the
battery for trading and imbalance reduction, but the overall cost are lower than in case of scenario 1
and 2. (55,89 €/MWh)
 Conclusion
Using the VPP battery systems for trading on the EPEXSPOT energy market, based on forecasts of
energy consumption, PV solar generation, the energy prices on the EPEXSPOT market, and the
availability of the battery, leads to lower overall energy costs.
When increasing the number of VPP participants, the effects of individual decisions that do not match
the desired steering protocols will be evened out by the combined effect of the other transactions.
Increasing the number of participants will increase the predictability of average household behaviour.

5.2.

ECONOMIC ANALYSIS OF V2G

In order for a new technology to gain ground, at least one stakeholder should benefit from it. In the
case of V2G, multiple usage scenarios have been proven possible in our experiments but without the
commitment of the relevant stakeholder, the specific value will not be utilized.

Figure 81: The different parties involved in flexibility requests.
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Figure 81 shows the different parties involved in flexibility requests and the role of the aggregator in
fulfilling the request. For each party, a different strategy will apply which will lead to individual
flexibility requests. On the offering side, the same applies and again different decisions can lead to
flexibility being offered.
Demand response (DR) is characterized by a complex network dependent mechanism, unlocked by the
growing ICT infrastructure and increased prosumer connectivity. Co-management of service
dependent DR is the heart of unlocking a value-added business model. The value proposition element
can be explained by the benefits that the DSO delivers to the target customer, i.e. the aggregator, for
enabling an offer for flexibility on the USEF based flexibility market. Value transfer is defined in terms
of price/kWh delivered flexibility which is paid for by the DSO. The prosumer and hence the aggregator
are considered as price takers.
For V2G in the public grid, the main request is likely to be on the grid operator side (flexibility demand),
where congestion management and frequency management are import factors. However, V2G could
also be of interest to owners of a fleet of electrical vehicles, who could earn some money by operating
their fleet as a flexibility provider (flex offer). The intermediary actor, i.e. the aggregator has the ability
to pursue other demand response services for different actors in the power system and therefore
potentially establishes competitive advantage in the V2G scenario. It operates in a competitive
privatized market and, therefore, competes with other aggregators. However, when offers for
flexibility are made, the aggregator is bound to fulfil its accepted offers on the day-ahead market and
to deliver the contracted capacity.
The price difference of the V2G hardware combined with the costs of operating them, compared to
other available options for reaching the same business goal, will eventually determine whether or not
V2G will be installed and by whom.
5.2.1. Statistical analysis of the viability of Amsterdam EV for V2G

In order to do an extrapolation of the viability of V2G in the Amsterdam area, we performed a statistical
analysis based on data from 682.476 charging sessions the municipality of Amsterdam recorded in the
period of a full year, between the first of March of 2017 and the first of March of 2018.
The following decisions were made about which sessions to omit in the analysis as outliers:
• Sessions that have charged less than 1 kWh, because these small charge capacities usually
mean a faulty recording (deleted 69.917 sessions, or 10%)
• Sessions that have a longer connection time than 72h, because these excessive sessions
indicate a heavy-tailed distribution and influence the distribution of the data (deleted 41.140
sessions, or 6%)
As a result of the validity assessment, 571.419 sessions remained for analysis.
To analyse the characteristics of sessions, the following variables are calculated that further describe
charging behaviour, and are formally expressed as:
Connection time = tdeparture - tarrival
Idle time = tconnection - tcharging
First, an analysis on arrival and departure times was performed for all remaining sessions. No notable
seasonal influence in average arrival and departure times were found, which is good for reliability of
V2G charging being possible in equal amounts throughout the year.
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As expected, a distinct difference in charging needs is present when separating weekday sessions from
sessions in the weekends, both in timing and mean charging demand, as can be seen in Figure 82 a and
b. Therefore in our model predictions we calculated weekdays and weekends separately.

Figure 82: a. Mean charging demand throughout the day presented for seasonal variation and b.
variation throughout the calendar week.
The following table shows the calculated idle time per session, separated in weekdays and weekends.
From this table it can be concluded that the mean idle time should be assumed to be 6 hours for
weekdays and 7.5 hours during weekends in further analysis.

5.2.2. Grid aspects in Amsterdam Nieuw West

The following graph (Figure 83) shows the base load (for a random day) on the actual feeder that is
connected to the part of the grid in which the V2G chargers are installed, multiplied by a factor five to
be representative for congestion as seen on other parts of the grid in Amsterdam. Knowing the average
behaviour of electric vehicles in the Amsterdam area, as shown in the previous paragraphs, and
assuming their total battery capacity from the overall demand of the sessions, we were able to make
predictions on the impact of V2G charging at this feeder.
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Figure 83: Feeder limit constraints according to base load of 144kW
The average distance travelled by car in Amsterdam equals 22km, which requires only a small
proportion of the battery capacity. The sessions analysed here showed a mean average energy
consumption for every session of only around 10kW. This indicates a relatively large portion of battery
capacity available for V2G, also immediately after arrival (assuming the EV is a full electric vehicle, and
not a hybrid vehicle).
We ran optimization tests, using all assumptions about time of arrival, departure and state of charge
as discussed. This resulted in a flattened curve of demand for our specific part of the grid in Amsterdam
Nieuw West when 34 V2G performing EVs were added to the grid as shown in Figure 84. This implies
a significant investment, considering the cost of hardware, aggregation and incentives. In the
simulation not all cars were fully charged at the estimated time of departure, which calls for further
social research with respect to acceptance by the drivers.
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Figure 84: V2G charging with 70% of the maximum current baseload (blue area in figure a) as goal. In
order to achieve this reduction, 34 V2G vehicles were needed. The optimisation allows to charge all
vehicles as fast as possible while remaining close to the feeder limit.
5.2.3. Financial impact analysis on incentives for V2G

Due to the inevitable extra battery degradation that results from adding charge- and discharge cycles
to a battery, the general opinion is that EV drivers should be compensated for submitting their battery
for V2G. In the City-zen pilot, all drivers got a standard incentive of €0,10 per hour the car was
connected to the charger. A fixed incentive per hour was chosen, rather than a tariff per kWh flexibility
delivered, to stimulate drivers to connect to the V2G charger. For the City-zen pilot, this tariff could be
paid by the charge point operator because here, it was not necessary for them to make profit from the
charging transactions. For usage of V2G outside a demonstration environment, decisions will have to
be made not only on the height of the incentive but also on the party that pays it. In the remainder of
this chapter we will investigate the consequences of V2G incentives being paid by the DSO.
5.2.4. Comparison at equal hardware cost

In the following calculations, our assumption is that the grid operator (DSO) will install V2G instead of
doing grid reinforcements (either by transformer upgrades or cable extensions). All investments done
by the DSO will eventually be transferred to all households and businesses connected to the grid
through the grid tariff, so the effect of the investment on average grid tariffs has to be taken into
account.
Table 15 shows the impact of different incentives for the private EV driver and society, assuming the
cost of hardware (the V2G charger and additional measurement devices) and the cost of operating it,
including the payment of incentives to EV drivers, is equal to the costs of grid reinforcement. For the
purpose of the analysis, we also assume that the current regulatory barrier that forbids DSO’s to pay
incentives to consumers does not exist. For the purposes of this calculation, any tax issues with respect
to the trading of electricity by private parties will be ignored.
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Table 15: Impact of different incentives for the private EV driver and society
Tariff/hour Revenue from Grid costs per
Grid costs EV
charging/day* household at
driver/year
10.000 V2G
EV’s/year**
€ 0,00
€ 0,00
€ -365
€ -365
€ 0,10
€ 1,00
€ -365,61
€ -0,61
€ 0,20
€ 2,00
€ -366,22
€ 363,78
€ 0,50
€ 5,00
€ -368,04
€ 1.456,96
€ 1,00
€ 10,00
€ -371,08
€ 3.278,92

Grid costs per Grid costs
household at
EV
100.000 V2G
driver/year
EV’s**
€ -365
€ -365
€ -371,08
€ -6,08
€ -377,17
€ 352,83
€ -395,42
€ 1.429,58
€ -425,83
€ 3.224,17

* based on 10 hours connection time per session, a session each day
** calculated for the Netherlands, with 6 million households and grid costs of €365 per year per household as per 2019 (no
inflation correction)

It is clear from the table above that any rate paid by the DSO to the private EV driver will result in a big
advantage for the EV driver with respect to net grid costs. At a low penetration rate of V2G-EV drivers,
the impact on all other households remains relatively small. However, in determining a tariff effect for
V2G we should take into account the foreseen increase in EV’s, with a prognosis of the number rising
from 80.000 in 2019 to 3 million in 2030.1 Even with only 3% of those vehicles performing V2G charging,
the grid costs for households who do not own such a vehicle increases substantially when the V2G
drivers receive an hourly reward.
The following calculations show a similar comparison, but with a tariff per kWh fed back to the grid. In
order to get some insight in the actual variation in charging prices, that are an indication of a realistic
feed back tariff, we took the day-ahead price variation for electricity delivery and translated that to
the average charging price per kWh at a public EV charger as per Q4 2018, namely €0,33/kWh. The
result of this translation can be seen in Figure 85.

1

https://www.elaad.nl/news/sparkcity-prediction-model-3-million-evs-in-the-netherlands-by-2030/
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Figure 85: Averaged Real-Time-Price tariff for charging, derived from EPEXSPOT-day-ahead market
prices for a 24 hour period.
Based on the variation in price per kWh throughout the day we find that a maximum benefit of around
€0,15 per kWh is possible, but only if the charging can be scheduled to respond to price incentives
perfectly.
When part of the trading benefits is to be transferred to the EV driver (through the aggregator and
charge point operator), the following grid cost development applies when using V2G charging for a
DSO driven flex demand.
Table 16: Impact of different incentives for the private EV driver and society
Tariff/kWh Revenue from Grid costs per Grid costs EV
charging/day* household at driver/year
10.000
V2G
EV’s/year**
€ 0,00
€ 0,00
€ -365
€ -365
€ 0,02
€ 0,60
€ -365,37
€ -0,37
€ 0,05
€ 1,50
€ -365,91
€ 364,09
€ 0,10
€ 3,00
€ -366,83
€ 1.458,18
€ 0,50
€ 15,00
€ -374,13
€ 3.275,88

Grid costs per Grid costs EV
household at driver/year
100.000 V2G
EV’s**
€ -365
€ -365
€ -368,65
€ -149,65
€ -374,13
€ 173,38
€ -383,25
€ 711,75
€ -456,25
€ 5.018,75

* Based on 1 V2G discharge per day of 30kWh (approximately 70% of an average EV battery), a session each day
** calculated for the Netherlands, with 6 million households and grid costs of €365 per year per household as
per 2019 (no inflation correction)

It is clear that also in the scenario where the EV driver is rewarded with a tariff per kWh, the non-EV
driving population will pay the bill for the gain of the EV driver.
 Conclusion
It is still difficult to determine whether the investment in V2G will be competitive with the alternative
forms of flexibility (including grid reinforcement) available. The technology itself is still in it’s infancy
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with the inherent high uncertainty with respect to price development and lifetime expectancy. For
commercial exploitation of V2G, the total investment in V2G hardware plus services should be equal
to or lower than the costs of alternatives.
Rewarding V2G drivers for grid congestion management will result in inequality between households,
especially when the number of suitable EV’s increases. This has to be taken into account when deciding
upon a solution for flexibility. With respect to V2G, consumers who can afford to own an electric
vehicle will be able to increase their spending budget through the extra income generated by their car,
compared to other consumers. This difference is bigger in situations in which the reward is paid for by
the DSO, because the extra income generated for the providers of V2G flexibility will then be paid for
by all consumers.
A situation in which the DSO orders flex through V2G that is provided by a commercial party, such as
a fleet of leased or shared EV’s has fewer limitations, because in this situation private consumers do
not benefit directly from V2G sessions and inequality in net DSO grid tariffs will not exist.
5.2.5. Comparison at actual hardware cost

In the current system, the price of a single connection DC V2G charger is estimated to be a factor 7 to
10 more expensive than a double connection regular (smart) charger. With a smart charger, there is
no additional battery degradation and therefore the need to pay an incentive to the EV driver does not
exist.
At the current prices, the benefits of DC V2G cannot outweigh the costs (and regulatory barriers) it
brings into play compared with other options. Only when the price of a V2G charger grows closer to
the price of regular smart chargers will the extra benefits of V2G turn into a positive business case.
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CHAPTER 6 – Communication

6.1.

AVAILABLE COMMUNICATION TOOLS

Month

Type

What + who

Link

Audience
and # of
people

2017
March 28

Video

City-zen smart grid projecten Made by
Alliander (LIAN)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=zRLvcRO6aY
M&feature=youtu.be

735 views

Green Digital Charter Award – Virtual
Power Plant (VPP) (LIAN)

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=DPcaz-Cur7g

42 views

EU film and photoshoot – Production,
Europe by Satellite. Projects Virtual
Power Plant (VPP), Vehicle to Grid
(V2G)

http://ec.europa.eu/avservices/photo/photoBySear
ch.cfm?&sitelang=en&searchformtype=PHOTO&s
earchref=P037762&kwor=&genrethes=&genrethestemp=&kw
and=&kwexact=&kwexclude=&datefrom=&dateto=
&themes=&locthes=&persothes=&genthes=&index
=1#top

Content can
be used by
all parties.

January 2018
Video
July 2018
Video/
photos

6.2.
Month

AWARDS
Type

What + who

Link

The Virtual Power Plant (Jan Willem Eising LIAN) won among 3
nominees the Green Digital Charter Award 2017. This Award is
handed out by Eurocities. Jan Willem was present at the ceremony and
for a video interview.

http://www.greendigitalc
harter.eu/gdc-2017award-the-winner-is

January 2018
23

6.3.
Month

Nomination &
award

FOLLOW-UP PROJECTS
Type

What + who

Link

Qirion, an Alliander company, is one of the partners involved in a followup project with a community based Virtual Power Plant (cVPP)
where they will build on the lessons learned within the City-zen project.

https://duurzaamloenen.
nl/community-basedvirtual-power-plantloenen/

December 2018
5

6.4.

Month
2015

Follow-up
project

STUDENT LECTURES AND THESES

Type

What + who

Thesis students
and interns

Mirko van Vliet, Groningen University, Master International Studies.
Internship assignment: ‘make a dissemination strategy for City-zen’
Iris Hengeveld, Amsterdam University of Applied Sciences, Master
Applied Psychology, Thesis ‘Changing energy behaviour at home’

Guest lecture

Marisca Zweista, Wageningen University. Guest lecture within the course
of ‘Metropolitan Challenges’

Link

2017
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Nov

2018
Sept

Oct

MOOC

Massive Online Open Course (MOOC) on ‘Co-creating sustainable cities’,
Wageningen University and TU Delft on edX

Presentations
and interviews to
student groups
Presentations
and interviews to
student groups
Thesis student

Ruben van Loon (Alliander) presented on Wageningen University to
students "Sustainable Urban Infrastructures Environmental Policy Group”

Thesis student
Guest lecture

Dec

https://www.edx.org/
course/co-creatingsustainable-citiesdelftx-wageningenxams-urb-2x

Marjolein Bot guest lecturer for HvA students Public Administration
(Bestuurskunde)
Optimisation of smart- and Vehicle to Grid charging strategies in
distribution networks. By Lennart Broere, TU Delft
Virtual Power Plant Impact Analysis. By Faye Best, Universiteit Utrecht
Guest lecture on ‘Sustainable Urban Infrastructures’, at the Amsterdam
Metropolitan Studies institute by Ruben van Loon (LIAN)

2019
Customer
survey
Customer
survey

6.5.

“Ik gun het project wel wat”. By Martin Boekelo, Wageningen University
and Research, part of a Post-doc research
“Gebruikersonderzoek naar de beleving van EV-rijders by flexible laden”.
By Milan Tamis and Franz Maissan, hogeschool van Amsterdam

SCIENTIFIC PAPERS AND OTHER PUBLICATIONS

Month
Type
June 2018
15 Scientific
Publications

What + who

Link

Forecasting-Based State Estimation for Three-Phase Distribution
Systems with Limited Sensing. By Roel Dobbe, Werner van
Westering, Stephan Liu, Daniel Arnold, Duncan Callaway and
Claire Tomlin

https://arxiv.org/pdf/1806.06024.
pdf

Month
Type
June 2016
12
Article

What + who

(Media) link

Website

‘Woningen in Nieuw-West vormen
samen virtuele elektriciteitscentarle’,
article in Dutch national newspaper
about the VPP

http://www.parool.nl/amsterdam/woningen
-in-nieuw-west-vormen-samen-virtueleelektriciteitscentrale~a4338354/

Parool.nl

‘Amsterdam accuproject PV-Sims
nieuw leven in Cityzen’, article in online
magazine about the VPP
‘Smart grid in Amsterdam-West: grote
proef met thuisopslag’, article online
about the VPP

http://energeia.nl/nieuws/3542491607/amsterdams-accuproject-pv-simsnieuw-leven-in-city-zen

Energeia.nl

http://www.duurzaambedrijfsleven.nl/ener
gie/16447/smart-grid-in-amsterdam-westgrote-proef-met-thuisopslag

Duurzaambedrijfsle
ven.nl

‘Virtuele energiecentrale in Amsterdam
van start’, article in online magazine

https://energeia.nl/nieuws/40059497/virtu
ele-energiecentrale-in-amsterdam-vanstart
https://www.bnr.nl/radio/bnrduurzaam/10325627/duurzame-insecten

Energeia.nl

July 2016
14 Article

31

Article

June 2017
23
26

Mention of VPP in radio interview
‘Duurzame insecten’ on BNR news
radio.
‘Virtuele energiecentrale proef voor
handelen in energie’, article in local
newspaper about VPP energy trading

30

Bnr.nl

Haarlemsdagblad.nl

Q3 2017
Article

‘Virtuele energiecentrale’, article about
VPP in the Ingenieur magazine, the
Dutch magazine for engineers.

See Figure 86

Ingeneur.nl

February 2018
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23

Article

‘Deze thuisbatterij moet ons
energieoverschot opvangen’, Interview
in a Dutch national newspaper with JanWillem Eising (LIAN) and one of the
participants of the VPP project.
Interview with Marisca Zweistra (LIAN)
about WP5 task ‘Vehicle2Grid (V2G)’
with Gizmodo.com.
“Amsterdamse auto’s leveren
elektriciteit aan het net” (V2G) (LIAN)

26

Press
release

26

Article

26

Article

26

Article

26

Article

26

Article

26

Article

Media attention related to Press release
“World premier V2G in public streets”
(LIAN)

27

Article

Proef in Amsterdam-met teruglevering
aan net door elektrische auto’s (V2G)
(LIAN)

27

Article

Media attention related to Press release
“World premier V2G in public streets”
(LIAN)

27

Article

Media attention related to Press release
“World premier V2G in public streets”
(LIAN)
Media attention related to Press release
“World premier V2G in public streets”
(LIAN)

Article

Article

March 2018
04 Article
09

Interview

Media attention related to Press release
“World premier V2G in public streets”
(LIAN)
Media attention related to Press release
“World premier V2G in public streets”
(LIAN)
Media attention related to Press release
“World premier V2G in public streets”
(LIAN)
Media attention related to Press release
“World premier V2G in public streets”
(LIAN)
Media attention related to Press release
“World premier V2G in public streets”
(LIAN)

Eurocities / SCIS about City-zen Days
Grenoble

“Balanceer stroompieken met je auto”
V2G – (LIAN)
Professor Climate Design &
Sustainability Andy van den
Dobbelsteen (TUD) and Project
Manager at Energy Exchange Enablers
(EXE part of (LIAN)) Ilse Wissink are
invited for an interview with Roelof
Hemmen at BNR Newsradio: (all-news
radio station in The Netherlands) about
Roadmap Amsterdam and The Virtual

https://www.volkskrant.nl/economie/dezethuisbatterij-moet-ons-energieoverschotopvangen~bab80561/?utm_source=link&
utm_medium=social&utm_campaign=shar
ed%20content&utm_content=paid&hash=
452d9fdfccffbdfc19512e90ad2037f3e750
84ac

Volkskrant.nl

Gizmodo.com

https://newmotion.com/nl_NL/post/a
msterdamse-auto's-leverenelektriciteit-aan-het-net
https://www.groen7.nl/in-amsterdamleveren-evs-stroom-aan-het-net/

Newmotion.com

https://www.flotauto.com/amsterdam
-v2g-premieres-bornes-publiques20180226.html

Flotauto.com

http://www.autoleasewereld.nl/nieuw
s/1/9482amsterdamse_auto’s_leveren_elektri
citeit_aan_het_net
http://www.industriemag.com/article15909.html

Autoleasewereld.nl

http://www.freiepressemitteilungen.de/modules.php?
name=PresseMitteilungen&file=articl
e&sid=246603
https://www.trendsinautoleasing.nl/ni
euws/laatste-nieuws/6664056amsterdam-zet-eersteterugleverpalen-neer/
https://energeia.nl/energeiaartikel/40065648/proef-inamsterdam-met-teruglevering-aannet-door-elektrische-autos

Freiepressemitteilun
gen.de

https://www.visionmobility.de/de/news/newmotiontestet-v2g-technik-amsterdam1266.html
https://emobilitaet.online/news/forsc
hungsprojekte/4442-v2gamsterdam-newmotion

Groen7.nl

Industriemag.com

Trendsinautoleasin
g.nl
Energeia (online
news platform about
Dutch Energy
market)
Visionmobility.de

Emobilitaetonline.d
e

https://www.fleeteurope.com/en/mob
ility/netherlands/news/amsterdampilots-v2gcharging#.WpgKyEdkY0A.twitter
https://smartcitiesinfosystem.eu/newsroom/blog/roadm
aps-and-crystal-balls-city-zengrenoble

Fleeteurope.com

https://www.parool.nl/binnenland/bal
anceer-stroompieken-met-jeauto~a4577088/
https://www.bnr.nl/player/audio/1007
8901/10340923

Parool (newspaper)

https://www.bnr.nl/programmas/hem
men/10340923/op-campagne-metsimon-den-haak

Smartcitiesinfosyste
m.eu

BNR (all-news radio
station in The
Netherlands
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Power Plant. Interview starts at 19 m.
30 s., interview is in Dutch.
May 2018
http://www.cityzensmartcity.eu/vehicle-2-grid-in-scispodcast-listen-to-this-podcast/

Cityzensmartcity.eu

‘Opslag in de stad’, Martijn Bongaerts
(LIAN) interviews a VPP participant in
the ‘Windnieuws’ magazine, nr3. 2019
Vehicle to Grid (LIAN) Marisca
Zweistra quoted “Een nieuw huis in de
stad? Zeg dan maar dag tegen uw
auto, of toch niet?”

http://www.cityzen-smartcity.eu/wpcontent/uploads/2018/07/artikelwindnieuws.pdf

Windnieuws.nl

https://www.volkskrant.nl/economie/
een-nieuw-huis-in-de-stad-zeg-danmaar-dag-tegen-uw-auto-of-tochniet~b2f501c5/?utm_campaign=shared_
earned&utm_medium=social&utm_s
ource=email

Volkskrant
(newspaper)

Vehicle to Grid (V2G) (LIAN) “Vehicle
to Grid shares lessons learned at the
European Union Sustainable Energy
Week”

https://amsterdamsmartcity.com/post
s/vehicle-to-grid-shares-lessonslearned-at-the-euro-0jowhzki

Amsterdam Smart
City

Virtual Power Plant (LIAN): De kaart is
en dynamische database, gebaseerd op
informatie van onze deelnemers
“Virtual Power Plant mapped on national
energy storage map”

http://www.cityzensmartcity.eu/energy-storage-nlpubliceert-energieopslagkaart-vannederland/

Amsterdam Smart
City

Vehicle to grid (V2G) (LIAN) press
release Nissan

http://www.cityzen-smartcity.eu/cityzens-vehicle-to-grid-laadpaalvoorziet-amsterdam-nieuw-west-viaelektrische-deelauto-van-groenestroom/
https://www.ad.nl/auto/elektrischeauto-voorziet-woonwijk-van-groenestroom~afa92000/
https://www.duurzaamnieuws.nl/elek
trische-deelauto-voorziet-wijk-vangroene-stroom/
https://smartstories.nl/18.html

Algemeen Dagblad
(AD) (Dutch
newspaper)

Podcast

Vehicle to grid podcast (V2G)

Article

‘Proje Araçtan Şebekeye; Şarj et ve geri
ver.’, interview with Marisca Zweistra
(LIAN) in the Turkish magazine Electric
& Hybrid Cars

Article

July 2018

19

Article

August 2018
21 Article

September 2018
10 Article

October 2018
16 Press
release

Duurzaamnieuws.nl

Magazine

Producing, storing and sharing energy
with your neighbours in Amsterdam
Nieuw-West. Virtual Power Plant (VPP)
(LIAN) included in Smart Stories.

Report

City-zen is mentioned in the report
‘V2G global roadtrip: around the
world in 50 projects’ by ECVonsult

https://www.evconsult.nl/wpcontent/uploads/2018/10/FinalReport-UKPN001-S-01-I-V2Gglobal-review.pdf

Evconsult.nl

TVVL magazine nr. 2, 2019: ‘Vehicle-toGrid: het tankstation of de
energiecentrale van de toekomst, of
beide?’, Marisca Zweistra

https://www.tvvl.nl/kennisnet/tvvlmagazine

TVVL

March 2019
Magazine
article
and
cover picture

Amsterdam Smart
City
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Figure 86: Article about VPP in the ‘Ingenieur’ magazine for engineers. One of many publications about
the VPP.

6.6.
Month

MEDIA COVERAGE AND EVENTS
Type

June 2016
30 Event
October 2017
Event

December 2017
6 Event

January 2018
12 Meeting

24

Conferenc
e

What + who

Link

Cityzen present at the Energy breakfast

http://www.wijkrijgenknippen.nl/

Additional
information

Presentation by Celina Kroon (LIAN) at
European Utility Week: ‘Citizen engagement:
Learning
by
Doing
From
City-Zen’s
Demonstrators.’
Amsterdam (NL). Marisca Zweistra (LIAN)
introduced City-zen Vehicle to Grid (V2G) and
was part of the expert panel.
Ruben van Loon (LIAN) met with 13 delegates
at Utrecht University, during the German
Academy of Spatial Research meeting on smart
grids/smart cities.
Award ceremony at the Image the Urban Future
Conference (Green Digital Award) of Eurocities.
The City-zen Virtual Power Plant was the

Closing conference of TKI project
V2X

Award ceremony at the Image the
Urban Future Conference

Green Digital
Charter
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31

Event

February 2018
5 Workshop

March 2018
15 Meeting

May 2018
03 Discussion

14-16

15

Conferenc
e

Meeting

June 2018
05-07 Conferenc
e

21

Event

July 2018
16 Event
September 2018
25 Residents
meeting

winner among the 3 nominees for this Award.
Jan Willem Eising (LIAN) was present for the
ceremony and a video interview.
January 31- February 2, City-days in Grenoble
(FR). This was our first out of three major events
to share our insights with experts and citizens.
Nathalie coordinates and an active participation
is required by all.
March 5-9, India Smart Grid Week. India – EU
Smart Grid Workshop with Cityzen Virtual
Power Plant (LIAN) by Willem van den Reek,
Product Developer, (LIAN)

www.isgw.in

Ruben van Loon (LIAN) met with 23 delegates
of the Electricity Generating Authority of
Thailand to talk about City-zen, amongst other
things.
Alliander (LIAN) attended a roundtable
discussion with NRW-minister of Economic
Affairs at German-Dutch Chamber of
Commerce
Energy Storage World Forum Berlin- Evaluating
virtual power plants to market the flexibility of
distributed energy resources by Martijn van
den Eerden, (LIAN)
Ruben van Loon (LIAN) met with 19 delegates
of the Norwegian Triple Helix delegation from
Kunnskapsbyen Lillestrøm to talk about Cityzen, amongst other things.

http://www.cityzensmartcity.eu/3144-2/

Vehicle to grid (V2G) (LIAN) shares lessons
learned at the European Union Sustainable
Energy Week

https://smartcitiesinfosystem.eu/newsroom/news/sci
s-european-union-sustainableenergy-week
https://smartcitiesinfosystem.eu/newsroom/news/sci
s-european-union-sustainableenergy-week
https://amsterdamsmartcity.com/p
osts/vehicle-to-grid-shareslessons-learned-at-the-euro0jowhzki
http://www.cityzensmartcity.eu/ressources/smartgrids/vehicle2grid/

We make the City, Amsterdam (NL), hosted by
ASC. WeMakeTheCity –
Urban conference: working together for new
energy World Trade Centre, Amsterdam Zuid
Keynote: Why is the energy transition
necessary? By Andy van den Dobbelsteen /
TU Delft en AMS
Vehicle to grid in practice Vehicle to grid
(V2G) technology makes it possible to use the
batteries of electric cars as a temporary battery
for households, offices or festivals. By Marisca
Zweistra (LIAN)

https://energystorageforum.com/

Virtual Power Plant (LIAN) residents meeting

https://amsterdamsmartcity.com/p
osts/city-zen-virtual-power-plantbewonersbijeenkomst

Vehicle to Grid (LIAN) residents meeting

http://www.cityzensmartcity.eu/sharing-experiencescitizens-are-at-the-heart-of-

see Figure 87
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17

Residents
meeting

November 2018
Event
21 Event

22

Event

December 2018
6 Meeting

February 2019
12-13 Event
March 2019
14-15 Event

Virtual Power Plant (LIAN) residents meeting

V2G presentation at G-STIC
Jan Willem Eising (LIAN) presents VPP as an
inspiring case at BPIE: ‘Virtual Power Plant in
cities: lessons learned from a customer,
technological and regulatory perspective.’
Fuckup Night – Let’s talk about failure! –
Antwerp (WAT, AEB, LIAN)

vehicle-to-grid-and-virtual-powerplant-demonstrations/
http://www.cityzensmartcity.eu/sharing-experiencescitizens-are-at-the-heart-ofvehicle-to-grid-and-virtual-powerplant-demonstrations/
https://2018.gstic.org
http://bpie.eu

https://www.conferize.com/fuckupnight-antwerpen

Ruben van Loon (LIAN) presented project Cityzen to 16 delegates of the Kurihalant delegation
from Japan, together with Waternet Amsterdam
of City-zen and Smart Grids.
MOVE Mobility re-imagined (V2G) (LIAN)

https://www.terrapinn.com/exhibiti
on/move/index.stm

Energy for smart mobility conference, Marseille
– Marisca Zweistra participated in an expert
panel on V2G

https://www.energy4smartmobility.
eu

Figure 87: Presentation by Marisca Zweistra about project City-zen, and the V2G project in particular,
at the European Union Sustainable Energy Week (5-7th of June, 2017).
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Figure 88: Martijn van der Eerden gives a presentation about the results of the VPP at a meeting with
citizens of Amsterdam.
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CHAPTER 7 – Conclusion

7.1.

MAIN CONCLUSIONS

In this chapter the main conclusions are presented. First the most important overall conclusions, in
separate sections the specific technical, social and economic lessons learned about E2E, V2G and VPP.
All conclusions will be followed by a short list of recommendations based on those conclusions.
General advice for further research or scale-ups of the project will be presented at the end of this
chapter. More specific conclusions about the technical, social and economic experiments can be found
in the respective sections of the report.
Conclusions
















Good understanding of the lay-out of the low voltage (LV) grid is a prerequisite for
implementing E2E smartification efficiently. Without this accurate data, one cannot determine
where to place the measurement equipment in the grid;
Virtual power plants (VPPs) in trade mode, trading on the EPEXSPOT market, at times have a
negative effect on grid balance given the current pricing mechanism. There are instances
where energy is sold, and thus delivered to the grid, during moments of local energy
generation. This can increase the peak load on the LV grid;
A significant number of bidirectional charging stations should be present in a section of the
grid to observe the real effects of using V2G systems as a balancing mechanism. With a limited
number, the probability of unavailability of the cars connected to the charging stations is too
high;
Currently, no off-the-shelf solutions are available for E2E, VPP and V2G applications in brown
field situations;
The reliability of OT/IT connections through 4G and Wi-Fi communication networks used for
VPP and V2G applications is lower than that of the grid itself. The reliability needs to increase
to match the reliability of the grid before a VPP or V2G can be used as part of the vital
infrastructure balancing loads on the LV grid;
State estimation is needed in order to be able to draw conclusions about the current situation
of the grid;
Certain capabilities of both the VPP and V2G system cannot be utilized due to regulatory
barriers and/or sector standards. Examples are the use of the V2G system for emergency
power and the self-consumption of energy using the VPP by connecting the battery and solar
panels of a household to the same phase;
By using the VPP for energy trading, based on forecasts of energy consumption, PV solar
generation, the energy prices on the EPEXSPOT market and the availability of the battery,
overall energy costs can be decreased. A low density of VPP contributors in the LV grid (less
than 5% of residences were equipped with battery systems) showed little impact on the grid;
The DSO is able to alleviate peak loads on the grid by using small storage (battery) systems, if
the DSO has fast and reliable means to control the VPP/V2G battery systems through their
operators. This is possible when the batteries are operated in an inherently grid-supporting
mode by the battery operator, when there are adequate financial stimuli the DSO can offer
through the energy and/or flex markets, or if the DSO can overrule the settings of the VPP to
ensure grid stability and prevent a power outage;
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Finding and retaining participants for VPP and V2G projects is a time consuming task. Active
participation is required which is not always possible in combination with the work-life balance
of potential participants. In addition, participants sometimes move or retract from the project
when changes occur in their private lives.

Recommendations










7.2.

Data clearing should be done before starting with E2E smartification to gain an accurate
understanding of the physical grid layout. Currently not enough is known about the grid on the
LV level to support a transition to smart grids;
Technical readiness level of components must be improved in order to use small scale storage
solutions (through VPP or V2G) in a reliable way to control vital infrastructure, especially in
brown field situations. Improvements in the European and international standards can ensure
compatibility of the components in all situations;
The reliability of the digital connections (for example 4G and Wi-Fi) providing information
about and control of the grid should meet the same standards of reliability as the grid itself:
the high standards (less than 0.01% chance of failure) of the grid should be met in all vital
infrastructures;
Additional experiments with flexible pricing mechanisms should be conducted, to find a social
optimum where the interests of grid operators (DSO and TSO), consumers and society as a
whole are taken into account. Because of opposite incentives, coordination between the TSO
and the DSO will be essential;
Experiments with more local users of the VPP and V2G systems (prosumers and/or EVs) should
be conducted.

TECHNICAL, ECONOMIC AND SOCIAL LESSONS LEARNED

Here the most important lessons learned during all phases of the project about the technology, the
economics of the systems, and the social context are presented. For all three parts of the project (E2E,
VPP and V2G) the conclusions will be presented first, followed by some recommendations.
7.2.1. Lessons learned about E2E

End-2-End Smartification was designed with the objective of achieving maximum flexibility for the
electrical grid and the connected dwellings/customers. This includes the integration of advanced
monitoring technology. End-2-End grid should be ‘smart’ enough to facilitate the new ways we use,
produce and trade energy. Here the lessons learned by integrating E2E in Amsterdam are presented.
Conclusions







Good understanding of the lay-out of the low voltage (LV) grid is a prerequisite for
implementing E2E efficiently. Without this accurate data, one cannot determine where to
place the measurement equipment in the grid;
It is difficult to know beforehand how much and where measurement equipment is required
to enable E2E. An accurate state estimation model is a valuable tool to gain the required
insight;
Communication between TSOs and DSOs is necessary when implementing E2E smartification;
Currently, no off-the-shelf E2E solution is available. Various components and measurement
units used in E2E are available, but their integration in a brown field situation is not readily
applicable;
State estimation is needed in order to be able to draw conclusions about the current situation
of the grid;
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In a meshed LV grid, measurement and control are extremely difficult to implement, due to
the fact that each point on the grid can be reached in multiple ways;
The dimensions of components used in E2E are too big. A lot of space is currently needed to
build in the smart components of the grid. Not all MVSs can accommodate components of the
current size.

Recommendations








Before implementing E2E on a larger scale, it would be useful to have off-the-shelf solutions
that can be applied in diverse situations. Because of the great variation in grid lay-out and
condition, an off-the-shelf solution is not currently possible in existing networks. In new
networks this might be possible, and therefore it is recommended to experiment with E2E in
green field situations;
Data clearing should be done before starting with E2E smartification to gain an accurate
understanding of the physical grid layout. Currently not enough is known about the grid on the
LV level to support a transition to smart grids;
State estimation modelling should be developed further, to enable better design of E2E
systems. State estimation modelling should be enhanced using smart meter data and further
developed using machine learning;
The collection and registration of both static and dynamic grid data must be improved;
The goal of E2E is to provide autonomy for LV grids. The only controls currently available in the
grid are on an MV level and higher. Measurement and control of LV grids should be enabled in
order to improve LV grid autonomy and to create self-stabilizing LV grids.

7.2.2. Lessons learned about the VPP

The Virtual Power Plant consists of a combination of elements that generate, convert, transport, store,
use and monitor energy. The VPP then gathers information and matches the energy to create balances.
Here the lessons learned by building and monitoring the VPP and the grid around it in Amsterdam are
presented.
Conclusions











No off-the shelf components were available for building the VPP that met the requirements,
because of the large diversity of installation situations in the homes of residents;
Virtual power plants (VPPs) in trade mode, trading on the EPEXSPOT market, at times have a
negative effect on grid balance given the current pricing mechanism. There are instances
where energy is sold, and thus delivered to the grid, during moments of local energy
generation. This increases the peak load on the LV grid;
Measurement data from the VPP is transmitted correctly for about 95% of the time. This 95%
reliability does not match the high standards set for vital infrastructure like the electricity grid.
The current network has a standard of less than 0.01% failure;
By using the VPP for energy trading, based on forecasts of energy consumption, PV solar
generation, the energy prices on the EPEXSPOT market and the availability of the battery,
overall energy costs can be decreased. A low density of VPP contributors in the LV grid (less
than 5% of residences were equipped with battery systems) showed little impact on the grid;
The battery systems placed in residences are by default connected to a different phase of the
3-phase grid than both the solar panels and household energy usage. This originates from
standards used in the installation sector. This means that the battery system cannot be used
effectively to balance energy within the residence;
The battery status that was communicated did at times not reflect the actual battery status,
especially where the state of charge is concerned. Due to this mismatch, batteries often
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ignored ‘discharge’-commands, because they were at minimal SoC despite communicating
otherwise;
Utilizing the battery systems to alleviate peak loads on the grid, which was the goal of the
emergency signal experiments, only works if the SoC of the battery systems is above 30% and
below 90%. Outside of these boundaries, the battery systems cannot charge at full power. This
becomes especially apparent when the battery systems are in trading mode, and then
suddenly receive an emergency signal. Due to the energy trading, the battery systems are
either too full or not full enough, and the emergency signal therefore has no effect.

Recommendations






To clearly see the impact of a VPP on the grid, the density of contributors should be increased;
If the density of residents with home battery systems increases, this could cause major
problems in the grid, potentially increasing peak loads on the grid. Regulations (legal, financial,
or technological) are needed to prevent this;
Battery technology should be improved, so that the communicated battery status represents
the actual SoC status accurately at all times, in order for a VPP system to function;
Additional experiments with flexible pricing mechanisms should be conducted, to find a social
optimum where the interests of grid operators (DSO and TSO), consumers and society as a
whole are taken into account. Because of opposite incentives, coordination between the TSO
and the DSO will be essential.

7.2.3. Lessons learned about V2G charging

Vehicle to grid is a system in which plug-in electric vehicles communicate with the power grid to sell
demand response services by either returning electricity to the grid or by throttling their charging rate.
The stored electricity in the cars was made available via bidirectional charging stations. This way
electric vehicles could be used as energy storage facilities. Here the lessons learned by building and
monitoring the V2G system and the grid around it in Amsterdam are presented.
Conclusions










V2G can have a value in situations where there are congestion problems in the LV grid, due to
a surplus of either energy demand or energy supply. This is only possible when measurements
are available to assess the state of the system accurately;
Hybrid cars almost always have an empty battery when they arrive at the charging station, and
are thus not very useful for V2G in situations in which immediate response upon arrival is
required;
V2B charging can optimize the energy balance at the building level, decreasing the peak load
of the building;
The availability of enough suitable vehicles in the neighbourhood, as well as sufficient
measurements on the grid, are preconditions for the successful implementation of a V2G
system that can have a predictable impact on the grid;
V2G requires a high density of charging infrastructure and available cars if the goal of balancing
the local grid is to be reached;
Due to regulations the V2G system cannot currently be used to provide emergency power in
the event of a power outage;
During the project, many issues were encountered involving both the hardware and software
of the V2G system. The prevalence of these types of issues has to decrease for V2G to become
a reliable service to both the DSO and the customers;
Desired charging protocols were often not executed as expected or directed, for a variety of
reasons. One of those is that the charging station starts its default operating mode (full
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powered charging in this case) as soon as a car is connected to the charging station, often
before the desired protocol starts;
Due to the cost of bidirectional charging stations, and the necessary financial compensation
for drivers for providing flexibility, V2G charging is not financially competitive with other
flexibility options at this moment in time.

Recommendations






7.3.

Additional testing with higher density of charging stations in the grid and a greater number of
V2G compatible cars should be done to definitively proof the value of V2B and V2G;
Bidirectional charging hardware should be further developed to become more reliable and
readily applicable;
The price of the V2G chargers should come down substantially to become competitive to other
forms of smart charging or more general flexibility option;
OCPP protocols for V2G need to be publically available for interoperability and successful
scale-up of the technology.

ADVICE FOR ADDITIONAL RESEARCH OR DEMONSTRATION PROJECTS

Here the first steps that should be taken to develop E2E, VPP and V2G technology further are
generalized from the conclusions above, in order to get one step closer to the implementation of these
technologies. Additional research should be done to overcome encountered problems and to get
better insight in the value of a VPP and V2G, both of which are highlighted below.
To overcome encountered problems




The reliability of the technology should be further developed;
State estimation should be further developed, and additional measurement data should be
used to verify the model.

To get better insights in the value




The density of the VPP and V2G contributors should be increased to increase the impact and
the continuity of effects on the grid;
Different reward mechanisms for VPP and V2G participants should be tested to determine the
financial value of these systems to different parties (TSO, DSO and consumers) and their effect
on allevating grid loads.

7.4.

ACTIONS/POTENTIAL FOR UPSCALING WITHIN THE SAME REGION AND FOR
REPLICATION TO OTHER CITIES
The City-zen smart grid project in Amsterdam with 10.000 residences connected to a smart grid, 50
home battery systems connected in a VPP, and 4 bidirectional charging stations functioning as V2G
system, is one of the largest in its kind. It took place in a complex, urban context. There are many
lessons to be learned from this project for upscaling this type of project in the same region or in
different but comparable cities. The actions and potential for this kind of project are presented below.
 Data clearing should be done before starting with E2E smartification to be able to understand
the physical grid layout. Good understanding of the lay-out of the low voltage (LV) grid is a
prerequisite for implementing E2E smartification efficiently. Without this accurate data, one
cannot determine where to place the measurement equipment in the grid;
 When increasing the number of VPP/V2G participants, the effects of individual decisions that
do not match the desired steering protocols will be evened out by the combined effect of the
other transactions. For VPP this applies to the predictability of average household behaviour,
and for V2G it applies to the average presence of cars at the charging station;
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During this project, there was no technical supplier as a consortium partner or as official
project partner. It is recommended to seek active collaboration with a supplier of technical
components;
The lessons learned in this project should be applied to specify the desired standards of
reliability of components to a high level of detail, since the project proved that the current
standards for VPP and V2G technology are not high enough to ensure the proper functioning
of these components in all brown field situations;
The physical aspects of the components (batteries, inverters, charging stations) should be
taken into account when designing the charge protocols, to prevent increased hardware
degradation or failure. For example, rapid (dis)charging might be optimal financially, but not
technically.
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Acronym
CP
CPO
DSO
E2E
EV
HV
iMVS
LV
MV
MVS
PV
SMA
SME
SoC
THD
THDA
THDV
TSO
V2B
V2G
VPP

OF

ACRONYMS

Meaning
Charge Point
Charge Point Operator
District System Operator
End to End smartification
Electrical Vehicles
High Voltage
Intelligent Medium Voltage Sub-station
Low Voltage
Medium Voltage
Medium Voltage Sub-station
Photovoltaic (solar panels)
Smart meter allocation
Small and Medium-sized Enterprises
State of Charge (of a battery)
Total Harmonic Distortion
Total Harmonic Distortion of the current [A]
Total Harmonic Distortion of the voltage [V]
Transmission System Operator
Vehicle to Building
Vehicle to Grid
Virtual Power Plant
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APPENDIX A Graphics of IT/OT architecture
This appendix shows additional diagrams displaying the IT and OT architecture of the VPP (Figure 89
and Figure 90) and V2G (Figure 91) systems.
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Figure 89: IT/OT architecture of the VPP
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Figure 90: IT/OT architecture of the VPP

Figure 91: Hardware connections of the system used for V2G measurements at the public charging
stations (blue).
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APPENDIX B VPP energy trading September 2017
The tables in this appendix show financial (Table 17) and energetic (Table 18) results of trading on the
energy market using the VPP battery systems for September 2017.
Table 17: Three tables showing the results of trading on the EPEXSPOT market with the home battery
systems.
Battery system
Charge/buy
Discharge/sell

kWh

EUR
11.240
10.940

Nett result
Nomination
Demand/buy
Supply/sell

kWh

EUR
10.604
10.228

kWh

0,0580
0,0690

€/kWh
€ 596
€ 691
€ 95

Nett result
Imbalance
Surplus/sell
Deficit/buy

€/kWh
€ 652
€ 755
€ 103

EUR
2.812
6.213

Nett result

0,0562
0,0672

€/kWh
€ 152
€ 556
€ -404

0,0541
0,0894

Table 18: Energy in kWh charged and discharged by the battery. The last column shows the battery
efficiency.
Day Charge from PV Charge from grid Charge total Discharge to demand Discharge to grid Discharge total Efficiency
1
3.04
10.98
14.02
1.49
8.65
10.14
72%
2
4.46
8.62
13.08
2.08
8.52
10.6
81%
3
3.1
8.52
11.62
2.19
8.52
10.71
92%
4
2.72
10.67
13.39
1.49
8.52
10.01
75%
5
0.67
8.25
8.92
1.95
5.56
7.51
84%
6
0.8
13.93
14.73
2.36
10.33
12.69
86%
7
4.28
6.51
10.79
1.43
7.29
8.72
81%
8
2.55
7.14
9.69
2.92
6.32
9.24
95%
9
4.42
6.93
11.35
2.14
5.33
7.47
66%
10
1.23
5.03
6.26
1.39
5.86
7.25
116%
11
0.63
6.84
7.47
1.81
5.1
6.91
93%
12
1.03
9.62
10.65
2.66
6.64
9.3
87%
13
3.72
8.15
11.87
2.2
6.69
8.89
75%
14
3.12
7
10.12
3.79
5.4
9.19
91%
15
3.32
6.04
9.36
1.87
7.32
9.19
98%
16
2.61
7.94
10.55
2.32
8.41
10.73
102%
17
4.22
8.05
12.27
2.18
7.06
9.24
75%
18
4.16
5.06
9.22
1.7
8.66
10.36
112%
19
3.42
2.8
6.22
0.65
5.25
5.9
95%
20
1.1
5.88
6.98
1.34
5.43
6.77
97%
21
3
14.97
17.97
3.06
9.16
12.22
68%
22
1.23
7.38
8.61
2.29
7.05
9.34
108%
23
0.6
13.24
13.84
3.8
4.68
8.48
61%
24
4.4
7.57
11.97
4.05
4.89
8.94
75%
25
3.43
7.64
11.07
3.36
6.27
9.63
87%
26
0.64
5.31
5.95
1.51
3.94
5.45
92%
27
2.61
3.99
6.6
0.95
6.2
7.15
108%
28
2.28
8.15
10.43
3.08
6.03
9.11
87%
29
3.03
10.13
13.16
3.32
6.65
9.97
76%
30
2.82
9.64
12.46
4.68
7.57
12.25
98%
Total
78.64
241.98
320.62
70.06
203.3
273.36
85%
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APPENDIX C Supply and demand measurement issue
in VPP households
This appendix shows examples of measurements of energy supply (by solar power) and demand (from
the household) in two different residences. In some households the solar power was counted towards
the total household energy demand (Figure 92) while in other households it was not (Figure 93).

Figure 92: Power consumption by residence nr.23 (blue) follows PV power supply (green), suggesting
that the PV power supply is counted towards the total demand.

Figure 93: Power consumption by residence nr.38 (blue) does not follows PV power supply (green),
suggesting that the PV power supply is not counted towards the total demand.
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APPENDIX D Response time of the V2G system
This appendix shows more extensive results of the V2G experiments where the (dis)charging power,
the response time and the response curve of the system were determined.

Figure 94: Graph with overview of the data, of which the next few pictures in this appendix displaying
results from the charging station at Sportpark Eendracht (NM07) are enlargements.
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Figure 95: Graph with overview of the data, of which the next picture in this appendix displaying
results from the charging station at PWC (NM09) is an enlargement.
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Figure 96: Graph with overview of the data, of which the next picture in this appendix displaying
results from the charging station at Schaarbeekstraat (NM08) is an enlargement.
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Figure 97: Graph with overview of the data, of which the next picture in this appendix displaying
results from the charging station at Schaarbeekstraat (NM08) is an enlargement.
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APPENDIX E Car model dependent charging behaviour
This appendix shows the charging behaviour of all three different car types used in the V2G project.
Each car has its own charging characteristics.

Figure 98: Charging behaviour of a Nissan Leaf.

Figure 99: Charging behaviour of a Mitsubishi Outlander
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Figure 100: Charging behaviour of a Mitsubishi Outlander

Figure 101: Charging behaviour of an E-NV200 Van
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Figure 102: Charging behaviour of a Mitsubishi Outlander
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APPENDIX F Battery cell specifications
Technical specifications of the battery cells used in the VPP project.
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